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SENSIBLE
about this

SOCKET
POWER
question

The dealer- response
to MAR -CO's socket power

announcement...
in this space, last month . has been

quite astonishing.
Many dealers, it seems, have learned
the lesson that cheap "eliminators"
simply do not pay!
They have decided therefore to adopt
MAR-CO's clearly expressed policy :
"Either spend enough forgoodsocketpowers, or else rely on batteries
and a MAR-CO DRY charger."
This is what they are going to tell
their customers . and as a result,
they are going to get profits
not
grief
out of socket -powers this
season. For this is the safe, sensible
attitude to take toward the radio
power question.
And MAR -CO offers the apparatus
to put this policy in effect :
socket "LA" power at $60 list,
giving steady filament current.
socket "BC' power at $55 list,
giving all the desired voltages.
-and a'DRXstorage battery charger
and power control at $12.50 list.

...

...

-a
-a

All three devices are guaranteed for a
year + all three are built to standup! They
provide a safe, sensible answer to all the
power questions your customers can
bring up. So, if you have not already re-

sponded to MAR-CO's invitation, write
today for advance information about
the details of this worthy power line.

MARTIN -COPELAND COMPANY
Providence, Rhode Island
Branch Offices in principal cities

101 Sabin Street

MARCO

r
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MAGNET WIRE AND WINDINGS
No Production Delays
if You Make This
Your Coil Department
Radio Profits depend largely on adequate deliveries during the rush months. The manufacturer
or dealer who finds himself disappointed in deliveries when fall business opens up, also finds it
is too late to make new connections.

The regular users of Dudlo wire and coils are insured against such disappointments. Enormous
volume and large facilities permit Dudlo to absorb the peak demand of the radio trade without
delay, confusion or high -pressure production
methods.
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Not only are Dudlo products of superior quality,
but the seasonal demand of any one industry cannot cause any lowering of Dudlo standards of
manufacture, supervision or inspection.
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EDITORIAL

RADIO

THE radio industry still suffers from growing pains.
Unfortunately, it dues not sufi'er alone. Everyone,
down to the ultimate consumer, bears a bit of the
brunt.
In working out its welfare, the radio industry has,
naturally been drawn through a great deal of mud and has
been directly influenced, for both good and bad, by human
differences. The industry, as it stands today, is a true refection of the character of the men in the field who have
I
i sufficient power in the politics to be instrumental in
the moulding and governing. Some have so acted that they
can be proud of the result. Others may feel the prick of

ENGINEERING

conscience.
In the rush to keep pace with developments many factors
have been either ignored or overlooked. One very important
matter has escaped notice until recently and it nos grown
SO INaiverfol in its dual structure that now it presents itself
not only as an enigma but one of the greatest problems to
be solved.
The young radio industry was mothered by the electrical
manufacturers, through the medium of the National Electrical Manufacturers Association, to whom a large part of
the initial credit for development of the industry rightfully
belongs. The continued experience of the group was applied
tII till. prbltuis of the industry and proved of great value.
The industry became so large and so piwetful that radio
manufacturers felt the need for a speeitie organization.i. Su,
in the year 1924 the Radio Manufacturer Association was
instituted, with comparatively few active members, to
straighten ant what appsared to be clttms.
The H \I \ grew rapidly for ninny reasons. its ideals
't radio manuand policies were sound. It appealed to
facturers as it represented the radio industry noire detivately
than the N. E. M. A. It appealed to them because it was the
logical thing: as logical as the N. E. M. A. when it was
first instituted. iu other words. the industry felt that radio
problems should be handled by radio men.
The result is that today there are two organizations catering to the radio industry. In many respects those organizations have cooperated with inch other to the advantage
of all concerned. IIluvever. there have been a few paints of
difference which have retarded. to some extent, the good
work. The matter of standardization has been one of the
problems which has remained a dilemma.
At this time when one wiinld exited to see stoma clouds
appear and hear the elamuriug of a public, the sun breaks
through. The forward- looking nueuibers of the N. ii. M. A.
and till. It \I 1. in the spirit Id altruism. pay their cards
on the table and give illeidetund thought to the matters which.
through pure circumstance. might have made them arch
they were small Tien.
enemies
The I{ \i \ is to Iii congratulated cm the stand taken at
the reedit Chicago convention. This stand was taken at
the engineering meeting an Tune 14th, at which aide it ',vas
openly announced that. pending a meeting of the executives
of both organizations, the R. NI. A. would not publish any
would simply continue the necessary comnew standards
mittee work.
The whole keynote of the R. M. A. convention and the
several directors' meetings held during the period was that
even though the R \1 1 had a membership of ten times
that of the Radio Section of the N. E. M. A., it would not
take any steps that could in any way he interpreted toward
twinging about additional eon fusion in the industry.
RADIO ENGINEERING believes that the two iirgaaizat' s. in
the interests of the industry. the trade and the public.
should work towards a cuunnun end. that l.outpromises
should be effected so that from the two a single organization
can be moulded which will represent all factors in the radio

-if

-it

industry.
Both rgaitizntho is appear to see the logic of such a plant
and approve of taking the necessary steps to bring it about.
They are to be congratulated for what they have already
done in the interests of the industry. More power to them.
-M. L. MUHLEMAN, Editor.
a
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Where Accuracy of Ohmic
Value is Essential
WHETHER you secure efficient
results from your power pack
or eliminator depends upon the
accuracy and permanence of the
resistance unit. Har -Field heavy
duty resistors are guaranteed plus
or minus 5% and will maintain this
tolerance under average load conditions.

Har -Fie!d resistors

are available in various values up
to

ohms with eapaeities of 10 and 20
walls.
50.1100

Har -Field resistors are wound
on an Isolantite base which possesses
great insulating qualities and insures
to the manufacturer a uniformity of

ilr"RRIIII
Tapped resistors mat'
obtained to u,cet
the individual needs
and specifications of
be

manufacturers.

Y

physical dimensions.

p_

Har -Field resistors are covered in
a specially processed cement.

Be-

sides being extremely durable, the
heat is better dissipated due to its
rough surface.

r

r

liar -Field

resistors
arc made for all popular power pack and
B eliminator kits. If
your jobber cannot
supply Tou, write us
direct.

HARDWICK, FIELD INC.
General Sales Office
100

FIFTH AVE.

NEW YORK

Farlory
2I5 EN1N1ET ST.
NEWARK, N. J.

I:ÀNUFACTURERS OF HAR -FIELD WIRE WOUND

RESISTORS"

,S

I
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SATURN
Production economy, mechanical
and electrical efficiency
and
deliveries when you want
them.
Saturn Jacks, Switches,
Plugs, Sockets and Connectors have for years saved
both time and money
for leading manufac-

NEW

turers.

AUTOMATIC
RELAY
SWITCH
(Manufacturers'
Model)
For all types of sets from 3
tubes up. A voltage drop of
less than .2 volts on a 6 -tube
set. Saturn quality construction thruout. (Trade models fn
attractive casings.)
SOCKET

Particularly adapted to

use on Power
Devices due to solid Bakelite shielding
between prongs. Saves assembly time decreases shipping weight. Costs less

AND IS ELECTRICALLY MORE EFFICIENT due to the minimum amount of metal
used.
Genuine Bakelite one or two hole mounting.
-

SHORT JACKS
One hole panel mounting -brass, nickel plated,
phosphor bronze springs, fabric backed Bakelite insulation.
R. A. (RIGHT ANGLE) RADIO SWITCH
The neatest, most compact Battery Switch on the market.
Easy to mount, easy to connect. No jars, no shocks. Positive
contacts.

POWER TOGGLE SWITCH

Und. Lab. Insp. 3A -125V. = 1A -250V.
An absolute necessity for the construction of All Equipment where
High Currents are used. Indispensable for Power Sets. Eliminators,
Chargers, Rectifiers, etc. Compact, rugged, foolproof. Quick make and
break action.
TOGGLE SWITCH
Supplies a long felt demand.
Small and compact, and yet perfect in its
action. Has double wiping contact.

PUSH -PULL SWITCH
Quality construction thruout. Will stand high voltage.

Distributors and Dealers communicate

Saturn Manufacturing and Sales Co., Inc.,
48 Beekman St., New York, N. Y.

Send for samples
or your specifications if special

equipment is
desired.

Polito h7tgittttrittg.
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Let Radio Engineering Assist
When You are Adding to
Your Technical Library
See offer at toot of this advertisement

ENGINEERING WORKS
THER \1IONI. VACUUM TUBE
by II. J. ran der Rij!, M..1., Ph.D.
EXPERI\IENT.IL ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
by Vladimir Iiarapetofj
and Manual for Electrical Testing!
Prri f.EE., Cornell Univ.
VECTOR ANALYSIS
by Joseph G. Coffin, B.S., Ph.D.
THEORY OF VIBRATING SYSTEMS AND SOUNDS.
by Irving B. Crandall
1

Bell Telephone Labs.

PRINCIPLES OF RADIO COMMUNICATION
Temporarily mt of print. A revised edition will

be

ready July t5th

by

$5.00
5.00
2.50
5.00

Prof. J. II. Jlloreeroft

at which tinte the price

will

be

announced.

GENERAL PUBLICATIONS
PRINCIPLES OF MODERN RADIO RECEIVING
by L. Grant Hector, Ph.D.
PRACTICAL RADIO CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRING... by hover & 1Vostrel
ELEMENTS OF RADIO TELEPHONY
by !1'. C. Ballard, Jr., 3LE.
WIRELESS PICTURES AND TELEVISION
by T. Thorne Baker
Note.-Radio Engineering will be glad to give information concerning the above
works and other radio and engineering books, in which subscribers may be interested.

.Vote: Your subscription, or the renewal or
extension of your subscription saves $1.00
toward the purchase price tif any of the above
publications.

Just add $1.00 to the price listed opposite
the book desired. Send check or Money Order
to RADIO ENGINEERING, 52 Vanderbilt Ave.,
New York City, and you will receive a full
year's subscription to RADIE) ENGINEERING and
the book (postpaid) by return mail.

5.00

2.00
1.50

2.50
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KEN -RAD ENGINEERS
Insist on Bakelite Molded
FOR three years The Ken - tion value, but it also effects
Rad Co. has been using economies in manufacture and
Bakelite Molded tube bases ex- improves the appearance of a
clusively on Archatron radio tube.
tubes, and have found it so Bakelite engineers and research
superior that no other material laboratories are at the service of
will be approved by Ken -Rad radio manufacturers in adapting
engineers.
Bakelite Molded to their particuyou to
The use of Bakelite Molded has lar needs, and we invite in
the
this
cooperation
enlist
so many advantages for radio
s o l u t i o n of your insulation
tube bases, that it has practically problems.
displaced all other materials. It
not only possesses high insula- Write for Booklet No. 38.
BAKELITE CORPORATION
247

Park Ave., New York, N.Y. Chicago Office, 635 W. 22nd St.

BAKELITE CORPORATION OF CANADA, LTD.. 163 Dufierin St., Toronto, Ont.

REGISTER D

THE MATERIAL OF

LI

}

,oeT.orr

A THOUSAND USES

materials
y be used only on product. made In
red Trade Mark and Symbol sh
-The r
under the capua ,.,d_ . me
cal sign for infinity, or nunlimited
manufactured by Baldee Carl.;
quantity It symbolizes the uauite numbs of preens and tutu e urn of Bake). Corporatwn s products..
'
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Vacuum Tubes, Their Manufacture
and Application
Some inside information on the vacuum tube family tree
By R. C. Robinsont
THE value of research is unquestionably proven by the
worth of the various types of
evacuated tubes or bulbs,
which have been sold during the past
few years. Experiments, in which
some material attached to lead wires
was sealed into glass vessels and the
vessels exhausted, became of great
commercial importance when Edison
made his first incandescent lamps in
1879.
The improvements is these
lamps up to the present time is a
most fascinating story, and represents the work of thousands of skilled
researchers and the expenditure of
millions of dollars. The changes
from the bamboo and silk filaments
to squirted cellulose, from the plain
carbon to treated carbon later followed by the (:em filament. the osmium filament. the tantalum filament. and finally drawn tungsten have
brought the incandescent lamp to the
excellence which it has to -day, as a
household necessity.

Equally as wonderful are the improvements in the methods of assembling the lamps. At first all of the
work was done by hand, but it is now
almost entirely accomplished by machinery, operators only being necessary for loading the machines and
final inspection and packing of the
lamps. These machines are almost
11111111111
and are wonderful pieces of
mechanism.
They blow the bulbs,

f

.

Engineer, rumen. Tube Pcpt., General Elec-

tric Company.

years.
The results of these extended researches and improvements have
given us a lamp seven times as efficient as Edison's, and one of the few
household necessities which have
steadily decreased in price. Since
1921 their price has been decreased
ten times, so that now they cost us
only 49% of what they did in 1914.

Electron Emission
Many scientific men. such as Fleming. J. J. Thomson. Riehardson, Langtunir, etc., have studied the different
phenomena observed in incandescent
lamps. When the lamp is well ex-

hausted they found an electric current would pass front the hot filament,
if chargeai negatively, to a plate which
was charged positively and sealed into
the bulb opposite the filament. The
results of these purely scientific investigations have been navre far reaching
even than those on the incandescent
lamai itself. From thela have arisen
our X -ray tubes. high voltage rectifiers, the entire radio wta'uuill tube
line, photo -electric cells. cathode ray

Improved Methods of Manufacturer
At the saute time that these changos
were being made equally important
advances were going on in the art of
assembling and exhausting these
lamps. Edison's lamps took hours to
exhaust while the present day marvel
takes seconds. Originally slow acting
mercury pumps were used for this
work. These were replaced by Packard oil pumps, then by Gerycke oll
pumps. later by rotary oil pumps. and
by
tinnilymercury- condensation
pumps of the Langmuir type. In
order to improve the vacuum obtained with the pumps. they fur assisted by different chemicals: in the
earlier (lays by phosphorous in the
presence of a glow discharge in the
bulb. nn(I later by numerous chemical
compounds. known as "getters." such
as various chlorides and fluorides.
which when introilmced into the bulb
materially improve the performance
of the lamp.
From II. I. T. Technology Engineering \'e:rr.

hig improvement in machinery, has increased three -fold In the past eight

tubes, etc.

100 KW water cooled transmitting
tube, contrasted with a 199 type receiving tube.

A

make the stems f
glass tubing, seal
them into the bulbs. exhaust them. and
even set(l if the lamps. Sonie idea
of the advance of the art along tli se
Zincs is best gained by the statement
that mure than three hundred williva
VACUUM lamps per year tue made in
alproximatcly one-half the floor
space that was necessary for one -half
this number six years ago. and that
the pro(inotiin per operator. due to the

Langntuir's studies of the current
flowing through the space in lamps
proved that tt hot body in a good
vacuum gives off electric particles,
electrons, the quantity (1(.Ite1i911g on
the temperature of the hot body and
the material f'rvnu which it is made.
In the present day vacuum tubes
three types of sutbsttnnee- are used as
the source of electrons: the oxides of

(main metals as ealeium. barium,

stronium. etc.; the pure metals themselves as tungsten or uedybdeuum, and
these pure metals mixed with a small
amount of nutria. The oxides are
coated on a wire -like platinum) or nickel
awl give off their electrons at temperatures below the melting points of
these metals. The pure tungsten filaments are operated at about 2400 degrees -2300 degrees K.. and those conit tiuing fluorin around 2u(NI degrees K.
Operating nt the same temperature,

Radio Kagincering, July, 1927
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A front view of
one of the test

sets for check-

ing up on cornoleted w a t e r

cooled Pliotrons
and Kenotrona.
One tube can be
seen mounted in

the test rack.

or in a varuuut to remove all ronlaminating oxide... and as much of the
occluded gas as possible.
The pumping systems by which
these tubes are exhausted are very
elaborate. and in the case of those
used for the larger tubes. sometimes
cost as much as $5.111N1 per
The tubes are placed in baking out
ovens and are IIttaeheal to the pumping system. In order to obtain a sufficiently good vacuum three or more
pumps are upt'rated ill series: the first
out'. or rough pump. is capable of Ltving :t vacuum or 1 ut.ni. mercury: the
next about .1)111 n1.111.: and the final ap-

proximately .1loIH$)1 ut.ut. This lust
pump is also ttssisteal by chemical
means, suet as phosphorous peutoXille,
to lmIti remove watr tttpor trout the
tube. or by a refrigerant. such as
liquid air or chilled brine. to freeze
out this ,lnoistue.

Elements Heated Electrically
The exhaust operation is carried

follitcs: ' l'ut' bulk is exhausted
thoroughly while it is heated as hot as
possible without actually softening the
glass I-1MI degrees-ä11N degrees C. depending on the glass used) for periods
vtt'ying from tt fear minutes to two
hours according to the sire of the tube.
This bake-out drives the gases prineipully water vapor and carbon dioxide) from the glass walls. Next the
filaments are burned at temperatures
higher than they twill he W11141 in service. This removes the guises from the
filament. )rack and snpportimg ttncltors. finally the tuendes. grid structure or other parts must be brought
to incandescence to expel their ts,our us

the emission from thorium is ;alert
titre thousand times greater than from
tungsten. .1 pure thorium filament.
however. vaporizes and melts at too
low a temperature to get sufficient
emission hunt it to shake a successful
vacuum tube. II. however. evaporates
much slower when in the form of a
thin film on tungsten and so it is used
in this condition. '1'11t. popular type
of receiving vacuum tube. 2111 -.1. has
such :I tilauat'ut. a tungsten base r))utabling ore or two per rent of thoria.
This thoria. at the operating tempera ture. slowly diffuses to the surface of
the filament as thorium metal. 'l'he
large emission of Ito thorium is thus
secured at the high operating teutpt'ratnre of the tungsten filaments. Some
idea Of the quantity of electoi- given
oIT from the 1101 filament is gained
front the fact that 6.2x x 141.19 escape
per second from on. square centimeter sart'me when the cmis'iuu current is rue augrere.

Removal of Gas
under the iathteuce of a high voltage between the anode and the cathode
the electrons escaping from the hot
filament or cathode travel tit great
speed t0 the positive plate or anode
placed opposite it. If as is present
it either "poisons" the surface of the
emitting cathode or modifies the electron float so that it destroys the
proper characteristics of the tbe. It
is, therefore. very important that all
the gas possible he renoved from the
tube. This removal of cas necessitates a great amount of painstaking
work, which in the case of some of the
larger radio tubes must he carried on
for fifteen or twenty hours, during
which time they are ronnected to

tacaum pamips. 'file elements ..f tl'
tube have to be carefully prepared L,..
fore they are scaled into the glass
bulbs. It is very essential that these
parts be freed front all dirt and grease
and be kept as clean as possible. beuunuiliug them into tubes. They
tired at a high temperature in a
redu.'itug :tutosphert' such as hydugca.
ft ire

a*

Trans

mittinq

tubes being exhausted by a
Langmuir mercury vacuum
pump.
The

pump
seen

can
under-

be

neath the platform.

I

kodi

l;;tgitu(Tilly.

.11e1¡I.
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'l'Iris may Ise dune by
heating them in a high frelpency electric field. or by bu10barding them with
electrons frunr their u\tm cathode. Ity
using high (mfiugh voltage between the
cathode Mad anode IIt(J.(k)O or more
volts in the case of X -ray tubes and
high Vintage keiotrulst the eleetruus
strike the /Mode, with such force that
the anode will be brought to a bright
imcamdescevau.
It is easily possible to
melt holes tlnuugh tungsten sheets in
this milliner. temperatures fiver 301HI
degree, K. being reached in such instances. 'Phis heating of the elements

eluded gases.

be continud until as much gas
possible is removed from their.
Presence of gas in the tube is shown
by fluorescent spots on the surface of
the glass bulb or by a glow in the bulb
itself. When all the gas that can be
removed nichanically by pumps has
been drawn out. iu order to still further improve the vuenunt. metallic
vapors such its these of phosphorous.
magnesium or calcium. etc.. are distilled into the bulbs and. condensing
on the inside of the glass walls. unite
(heath-ally 111141 physically \vitli the

nest
Its

residual gases. 'Chu tnho- are then
sealed off from the pumps t'Y melting,
with a gas llame. the glass tube'which
attaches them to the pump.

Ageing the Tubes
Before the tubes can be sold they
must be aged and operated at Vintages
and putter outputs greater than Will
be called for in actual service. These
operations still further ituiproVC the
vacuum as the electrons strike some
of the gas molecules so hard that they
actually drive the gas into the glass
walls of the containing bulb. 'Phis effect is greater the higher the voltages
used.
After all these operations the
\utteem ill uuuIy imstamcus is butter
than .100001 m.nt.. or in other words,
there is loss than one molecule of gas
loft of every seven hundred million
originally present in the tube. 'l'o get
full emission front the but cathode. it
is absolutely essential to have this
high vacuum in the tubes. A very
good indication of the perfection of the
vacuum is afforded by the use of the
so- called 3/2 power law.
This law
status that the maximum thermiemic

current

between electrodes of any
shape varies with the 3/2 power of
the voltage between them. It holds

true for practically all measurements
up to the saturation point, except a
few at low voltages. If gas is present in the space. the law (loes not
hold.

Materials Used for the Elements
The materials used for parts of the
tube and tige spacing and shape of the
parts. play a very important role in
the design and pert'urnmunce of vacuum
tubes. Popper. nickel. platinum, molybdenum and tungsten are most commonly used for the elertr,idos. the
work which the tube has tu do determining the choice tif material. For
low power tubes. in which the anodes
do not get red hot. nickel is generally
used. The luger tubes either have to
be water cooled. ut have their elements made from the high melting
metals. mu,lybdeuum and tungsten.
The eleonudes are shaped and spaced
according te the output alai electrieal
fired.
characteri -ti
oafinn(vf
..
i

.

t

Reactivating Vacuum Tubes
ll((ut.i for trstrlar and restoring tubes with tlloriated filaments
By Horatio IT'. Lamson*
:lin. se legend tells hots
Aladdin. seeking to recover his

Àold

magic but umpretenti.uus-appeauing 111101) which had been
Unwittingly discarded by a servant.
went tu the market place. where lue
astonished the populace by offering tu
give away note lamps for old. In a
like manner It modern Aladdin might
vacuum
ufftr tu give new lamps
tubes; in exchange for old withunt deserving much credit as a philan-

gradually

evaporates. 'Phis \would
(Irr(sponilimugly reduce the emission
current and render the tube very shortlived were it not for the fact that the
thorium is cuntinmfinsly replenished
front the interior of the filament.
long as the filament voltage in normal
is not raised over ten per cent
above the rated value this evaporation
use

I

All of which iutruduees its
to the subject of the reactivation of
vacuum tubes by the simple pruce:s of
rejuvenating their filaments.
A large part of the V111'1111111 tithes
Used in radio reception today have the
Thief
so- called theriaed filament.
among these are 11" and 1"X -199. IX-.\.
1,'2u. 1- X -Suu
1'X-201-A. C' X -171. l' X210. l'X -21:: and l'X-211; -11: (' and ('X299. PX -120. ('X- 31N) -.4. eX .:Ul --\. e'X371. C'X 810. ('X-313 and t'X- :110 -it:
and i urrespum(iimg tubes from other
mamufuieturers.
The electunic
missiumi of the.,.
tubes, that is. their plate carrent. depends upon the presence of a layer of
thorium atoms un tine inter snrfaee
of the filament. The filament is not
thorium-Boated. however. after the
manner of the oxide -coated filaments.
but is. rather. permeated
ted throlghoat
its whole substance with this rare
element. thorium. Inuring the normal
operation of thew tubes the thorium
un the outer surf:lee of the filament
thropist.

Method of Test

u

liuptnrrriuy

Can't (.11.4.

/)eparfrnenf.

(:ruera:

l.'e.Jio

completely diminished. and the tube
licrurdinglV more or less I01ritlyzed.
'null
I Operating
these tubes at stil
voltages is also liable to paralyze
them slowly. as the filauuemt temperature is then su low that the process
of boiling ont the tlorium1 from the
interior of the filament laeutnes ahuormatly retarded. Hence. it is important that the thuriatcd filament
tubes be rim at their rated filament
voltages. It may be noted here that
the maximum life of the "dry celltubes is attained when they are operated with a voltage of 3:3 across the
filament.
While the great majority of thuriatcd tints after a lung and useful life
gradually die a natural death. others
are not iufregaeutly executed by excessive voltages. in either cause, if the
filament is not actually burnt out. the
chances are very good that the tube
;tiny be restored tu life and vigor by
the simple process of relictivatifit.

Figure 1
Circuit for testing the emission of a
vacuum tube to determine if it is below
normal.
gond

replenishing continues at

ana

equi-

librium rate. se that a r /151 III! layer
of thorium is maintained un the
surface.
\ \"hen subjected to an
on the filament. huwrver.
tion heel/111o, ex,e. sive
thorium surface Ito r is

over-voltage
the evaperaasu that the
partially or

Ittut'ore the cure we. lutist diagnose
the disease. and so before reactivation
we should test the emission of the tube

to ascertain if it is actually below
normal. To du this the circuit shown
in Figure 1 is used. The grid and
plate are tied directly together, and
thee joined to the plus terminal of
the li battery through a iiliiaunmeter.
The negative It battery terminal is
joined to the negative end of the filament iitad a key switch. normally
open. is included in the plate circuit.
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A

volts. This recovery is slow at first,
theft increases rapidly, and finally
slows down again us a saturation
value is reached. When the tube was
clashed at eighteen volts and then
cooked at its rated filament voltage
five cults). the same saturation current %vas finally attained. but only

vacuum tube re-

activator which operates from a 110 volt
60 cycle line.
Sockets are provided
for testing, flashing

I

after thirty-five minutes of cooking.
Likewise recovery to the saute satura-

The
cooking.
correct voltages are
maintained automaand

tically.

The voltage across the filament. read
on "V," should first he adjusted to the
values specified in the accompanying
table, which give also the proper
values of It battery to use with the
different tubes. These values should
not be exceeded. Now depress the key
just long enough to obtain n reading
of the emission current on MA. (Disregard the change in voltmeter rending caused by the emission current.)
If the emission current obtained under
these conditions is zero. or any value
less than the minimum specified in the
table, the tube can doubtless be improved by reactivation.

Reactivation
Reactivation can advantageously be
accomplished in two steps: the first
known as "flashing" and the second as
"cooking." In both of these processes
the grid and plate of the tube should
lue complets lu ili.ronneeted frutti any
external cir nits.
For flasliii_ three -volt tubes, a voltage of twelve is applied to the filament
for a period of about one recoud. This
will completely paralyze the tube as
the surface layer of thorium is wholly
lout the "boiling -oat" process within the filament is expedited
by the flashing lo such a degree that.
if the tube is now 000ked with a voltage of four across the filament. the
surface layer will be rapidly replaced.
so that. in a few moments, the emission of the filament will conte back tit
normal and the rejuvenated tube is
ready for another long lease of life.
A constant "cooking voltage" of four
is permissible in this case because
there is no emission current to expedite siirface evaporation.
If n subsequent emission test shows
that the filament failed to respond to
this reactivation process it is evident
that the tube lias served its normal life
or else lias been su bean fly overloaded
that the vacuum has been impaired.
The five -volt tubes sly mid be flashed
for the sane interval at eighteen volts
on the filament and cooked at seven
volts. Flashing is not recommended
for the power amplifiers UN -210 or
CX -310. or the rectifier tubes CS 213.
and CX- 316-11.
CX -313. UN-216-11
These tubes may, however. be reactiby
cooking
them for
vated merely

longer intervals. The t'X 213 or C'X:13 at six volts and the others at nine
volts on the filament.

40

o
28

24

C

tion current, when cooked with four
volts on the filament. required a period of two and one -half hours. On
the other hand, cooking at nine volts
on the filament caused a prompt recovery, but the saturation current was
subsequently reduced, as shown in
curve B, since, in this case, evaporation from the surface (even with no
emission current) exceeded the boiling-out of thorium from the interior.
Curve C shows the recovery of the
201 -A tube flashed nt twelve volts and
cooked at seven volts. The rate of
recovery and final saturation values
are seen to be slightly less than curve
B, where the same tube was flashed
at eighteen volts. It should be stated
that the data for curve C were actually taken before the data for curve
B, so that the results cannot be explained by a deterioration of the tube.
Thus it is apparent that the recommended voltages for flashing and cooking should be used to secure best
results.

Reactivation Process Can Be
Repeated

/6

/2

8

2

3

4

.5

Figure 2

curves showing the speed of recovery of a 201 -A type tube with various
flashing and cooking voltages.
Some

Speed of Recovery
Curve A in Fig_arc 2 shows the
customary normal recovery- of a I'X201 -A tube while cooking at seven
volts. after being flashed aft eighteen

Type of Tube

It was found that tubes could, on
the average. be flashed Mill recovered
six or eight tintes before showing any
decrease in the saturation current,
which would indicate a deterioration
of the filament. This deterioration,
however, was not rapid. a dozen flashings serving to reduce the saturation
current by only S or 10 per cent. This
does not mean. however, that the total
life of a thoriated filament properly
used may be increased tenfold by reactivation. Reactivation might be expected, perhaps, to triple the useful
life of the tube.
The emission of the various oxidecoated filaments can likewise be tested
but these tubes can not, of course. be
reactivated.
Plate

Fil.
E. M. F.

E. M. F.

Min.
Emission

UV-199
C-290

UX-199
CX-209

3.3

50

6 m. a.

I-X-120

CX-220

3.3

50

15 m. a.

UX-201A

CX-301A

.5.0

50

25 m. a.

50

12 m. a.

'

CX200A

CX-300A

5.0

L-X-171

CX-371

5.0

1-X-210

CX-310

6.0

I".l"213

CX-313

l'X216B

CX-316B

50

50 m. a.

100

100 m. a.

4.0

100

50 per anode

6.0

125

100 m. a.

j
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Cash Discounts
Their use and abuse: as seen by a manufacturer
By Donald MacGregor*
FHANK OSGOOD. proprietor of
the flourishing Radio Shop on
Main Street that bears his
mune. approached his place of
business filled with enthusiasm for
the day's work. At his door he was
greeted by his salesman, young
Wright :
"Good morning, Mr. Osgood. We
have made a fine start today. I sold a
storage battery a few minutes ago, and
managed to short -change our customer 20e. Pretty good, eh ?"
Can you imagine the utter look of
dismay, -the lines of righteous indignation,-on the face of our honest
friend Osgood had he really been
greeted with this startling bit of news?
-BUT, that very day Osgood deducted
20e as a cash discount from the bill for
a storage battery which had been sent
to him three weeks previously by his

jobber'

This little incident illustrates one of
the strange inconsistencies of modern
business practice. Sharp bargaining
mud questionable tactics were common.
-almost universal, -211 years ago, but
in modern business it is generally conceded that the homely old phrase
"Honesty is the hest Policy" has
proved its truth. -in everything excepting the matter of cash discounts:
Not only dealers like Osgood are
guilty of this pernicious habit. but likewise jobbers. and manufacturers too,
make a practice of taking something
which is not theirs when their bills are
passed for payment. In fact. this particular phase of business is so commonly conducted in a dishonest (a
harsh word, but what other will suit ?)
manner that almost all Trade Papers
and Associations have given up hopes
of collecting worth -while data on the
subject. Time after time questionnaires have been sununarized in some
particular industry proving that ternis
are, say, 2 % -10 days. 30 days net.
when. as a matter of fact, it is common knowledge that 75% of the concerns in that industry permit cash discount on a "10th prox" basis.
Ordinarily a mannfaeturer. jobber,
or dealer will gladly give you a
straight -forward, honest. answer to
your questions regarding his intimate
business details. Ile will tell you his
average hourly rate, his bonus plan,
his advertising policy. and almost anything else if he knows that the information will be used for the good of
his industry as a whole.-everything
else, that is. excepting the answer to
your inquiry concerning his cash dis-

five

poration.

President

-All -American
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Cor-

count terms. Ilene he falters. He
will either give you an evasive answer,
or if he does reply direct then take
that information as coming from a
man who considers himself justified in
telling an untruth. Nine tunes out of
ten his published cash discount terns
and those he actually allows are quite
different. So here we find a business
practice that is unsound and unfair at
both ends: The supplier sloes not enforce his published terms, while at the
other end, the buyer takes discounts
not permissible by the terms of his
purchase.

Cash Discount a Valuable Asset
The question quite naturally arises.

why should cash discounts be abused?
The answer probably lies in several
facts, chief among them the increasing
realization of business men in general
that cash discounts constitute one of
their most valuable assets. Aside from
the improved standing and general
reparation for financial responsibility
that a business man gets by discounting bills, there is the direct financial
return of cash discounts. For instance. an average radio dealer can
pay the expenses of his service man or
can buy and maintain a large electric
store sign by means of his earned cash
discounts. Jobbers can pay a substantial share of their catalog expense
or run their delivery truck on cash discount earnings. Even relatively small
manufacturers can support their Credit
Departments by means of the same
revenue. Realizing. as most business
men now do, that these things can he
accomplished where the financial
structure permits the taking of cash
discounts, it is little wonder then. that
here and there sonic men were found
who took the discount a few days after
the allotted tithe. thereby gaining even
greater benefits. Gradually. the number of houses following this unfair
practice has increased until. unfortunately, many otherwise honest
business concerns have been drawn
into the habit, presumably thinking
that taking unearned cash discounts is
just as legitimate as bargaining for
lower prices from their suppliers. lint
it isn't. A cash discount is something
that is earned. it is a premium for
prompt payment in cash. A cash discount taken as much as 30 days after
the rendering of a 2% 10 day bill is
not n cash discount. but is a trade discount which the buyer is taking on the
assumption that his supplier will either
not dare to question the deduction. or
else will pass it by as being too small a
matter to quibble over.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Analyzing Cash Discounts
Few business men stop to analyze
mathematically the value of cash discounts. alth,nigli the process is a simple
one. For instance, let's assume that
a manufacturer offers terms of 2% 10
days. all days net. This means that
on a SI.(Nt purchase n dedmtiuu of 2c.
may be made if paid %within I11 d:uys,
which. in effect, merely means that the
discount is earned by paying in cash
20 days prior to the end of the 30 day
net period. Thus it is. that by sacrificing the use of 9Se. for 20 days the
purchaser is able to earn 2e. Since
every year contains approximately 1S
periods of 20 days, then 2Ç, earned in
20 days is at a rate of 36% per year.
From this must be deducted. of course,
the loss of interest on the 9$e. at current rates for each period. however,
it is apparent that even when making
this allowance the net earnings of cash
discounts will average about ::u(,- per
year. It is evident, therefore, that discounts taken beyond the agreed-upon
terms will yield the buyer even larger
returns. This fact is one of several
that have inilmenced many business
mien to disregard the dictates of their
conscience in the gnestitm of terms.
In the early days of radio, terms of
2% 10 days, :i0 days net were as near
standard as anything could be at that
time. In fact. many brats of known
financial soundness gladly paid cash
for merchandise during seasons hi
which the demand exceeded the supply
many -fold. however, conditions soon
changed.
As the industry trended
towards more normal channels. profit
margins became less and less. and more
Pressure was placed on Sales I)epartntents. By a combination of over-anibitious salesmen anxious to accept
orders regardless of terms. and weak kneed credit men. the 2% 10th prox
practice gradually gained ground.
Now it is common for buyers to claim
that their bookkeeping costs are disproportionately high because of the detail
%cork involved in taking cash discount
on
In platy basis.
Hardly a day goes by but that manufacturers receive letters rending something like this:
Gentlemen:
"Practically 2111 of our suppliers
have given us the privilege of discounting our bills on the 10th prox.
We request similar terms from you
in view of the fact that this plan
will reduce the number of remittances to a minimum and will
greatly facilitate our bookkeeping
work and permit us to give better
We feel sure
all -around service.
that you will be glad to co- operate
21
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with us in granting these ternis
which 90% of our other suppliers
have already given."
Yours very truly,
In the same day's mail \Ir. Manufacturer frequently finds chocks from
houses capitalized at millions of
dollars. these bills being paid within
the 10 clay period of his ternis. in
general, the greatest pressure for EOM
(end of month) terms comes from the
smaller and weaker orgauizatious.
Fortunately for the industry, there is
a keen realization among many of the
larger radio manufacturers and jobbers that the tendency towards loose
and flexible terms is dangerous and
must be stopped soon if unsatisfactory conditions are to he avoided.
Manufacturers particularly. are, or
should be, vitally interested in this
question because the average manufacturer cannot pass the burden of longer
terms on to his suppliers. lie boys
front steel and wire mills and similar
sources where very strict terms are
customary. Ile must pay his bills
either on a net basis or with only a
t_ of l',. cash dis1 %. or possibly
count which must be taken villain five,
or at the most. 10 days.
A

Vicious Cycle

The experience of other industries
has pointed wit many of the dangers
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that lie in the path of allowing unAs usual
earned cash discounts.
human nature plays its important part.

The man who succeeds in his effort to
obtain 2'í 10th prox terms front a 10
day supplier, will sooner or later demand 2% on the 25th proximo. and
likely as not, he will continue the process by deducting cash discounts from
trade acceptances (obviously an absurd
procedure: T. A.'s are far from being
ea.(h!), returning slow -moving goods
without proper authorization (frequentl. transportation collect :). and
taking allowvatees for freight that were
not provided for not court ('mplated in
the original selling agreement. It is
a vicious cycle without end.-unless
suppliers stick to their published
terms.
It is the very distinct danger that a
minority of manufacturers and jobbers
may force on the radio industry unwanted and tnisound terms that
prompts this article. There need be no
pressure for uniform terms, that would
probably not only be unnecessary but
illegal -but there must be a definite
stand taken by all forward- looking
business men to discourage. on the one
hand. the practice of changing terms to
suit the wiles of customers. and on the
other hand, the taking of discounts not
honestly earned. would you permit
your cashier to deliberately shortchange your customers'.'

Matching the Rectifier Tube
With the Power Unit
Life of tube is shortened by excessive working voltage and
incorrectly designed power equipment

the reel ier and the associated corn pomemis is one job. The commercial
success f the gaseous rectifier tube,
now foetid in the vast majority of
radio "I "-eliminators. is due to the
fact tha the proatotors of this type
fully al reclined the delicate balance
involved. and approved Of the use of
their tul only with radio power units
that me certain rigid specifications.
only in lais manner. then. has it been
possible o insure the desired results.
If big er voltages for the radio receiver at I power amplifier are desired,
the safe and sane solution is to replace Its existing radio (sower unit
Willi tuna of higher power. The expedient if replacing the usual rectiticr tube with one of higher voltage
output i, bound to cause dissatisfaction and even to jeopardize the filter
condense s, leading to costly repairs.
Reldacen cuts of rectifier tubes should
be of th same type as the original
tubes. in rder to maintain the original
enctieeriig that entered into the production i f a satisfactory radio power
unit.

A Sub titute for the Voltage

egulator Tube*

'

necessity of some form of
ne voltage control is now
f Illy appreeiativl in radio
p over units. Especially is this

TII :
1

need app rent with the better types of
railio rev rivers. in which the various

tubes m v be carefully adjusted and
biased fo certain plate voltages which
are in tu ,n dependent on a definite line
voltage. The voltage regulator or
glow tub , with its automatic regulation of \ iltage \within narrow limits,
presents the solution. This device is
being ap lied to factory- built, homemade. an existing radio power units
for coati ling the plate voltages of the
receiver lid first amplifier tube, but
not the I igher voltage for the power
1

IT

is doubtful whether the average
person fully appreciates the delicate balance existing between rectifier tube and power unit for
satisfactory operation. Especially is
this true with gaseous rectifiers. Excessive hunt. distortion, premature
wear of rectiter tube or power unit.
and even the breakdown of one or
more of the components, are generally
traced to lack of proper engineering in
the first place, or to the use of rectifier
tube and power unit which were never
intended for use together.
The gaseous rectifier is designed for
a given working voltage. supplied by
the split secondary of the transformer.
Excessive voltage will shorten the life
of the tube, while insufficient voltage
will fail to operate the tube at its
proper capacity. The tube itself has a
certain voltage drop, which controls the
voltage delivered by the radio power
unit. This voltage drop can be reduced
by the tube manufacturer if desired.
but while such procedure will result
in a higher voltage output from the
Technical Service Dept., Raytheon Manu-

facturing Company

power tuait, it will place an extra strain
on the filter system, resulting in at
least an increased hum. which may or
nay not he directly audible but which
nevertheless has an influence on the
quality of the set. or ait worst a breakdown of the filter condensers now subjected to excessive wear and tear. It is
well to note that the filter condensers
in the average commercial radio pow-er
unit are designed for a given service.
with little allowance for severe overload. Furthermore. condenser specialists lave form' out through extensive
laboratory and life tests that an overload of to per cent. on the usual paper
omd('nser reduces the life by at least
:al per cent., with an accelerated reduction of life beyond that point in geometrical progression.
Gaseous rectifier tubes input be
designed for specific transformer.
choke coils. filter condensers and resistance networks. There is nothing inter chang('able about the arrangement.
Sntisfaetory results--clean -cut filtering with an absolute minimum of hum.
together with bong and economical life
-ran be obtained only by engineering

t

libe.

r

solutions. and one which is
ining iu ingtnlarity. is the use
of a sui able variable resistance inserted in the primary or input circuit
of the t aisfornicr. as at means of
compensa ing for line voltage increase
or deere se.
Indeed. this method,
while it i. not automatic as in the case
of the gl w tube. has a decided advantage i that, by controlling the
input or ine voltage. it also adjusts
the vario s voltage taps including the
power am difier to the desired degree,
in a sitgl operation.
A lea-' -duty variable high resistance with a 25 -watt rating and a resistance r age of from 23 to 500 ohms,
for this service. In the
is regnir
case of ", -11 -C" radio power units, requiring a still greater input. larger
variable t ,istors are available.
'Pue ad istnient tuf the line voltage
may be d termine' by a high resistance volt' ('ter across any voltage tap,
tar by loua -speaker results.
A

sirop

rapidly

gi

1

Tecludn
!-ohs.

Dept.,

Amerinla

Mechanical
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Report of the First R. M. A.
TiiE opening of the first 1:. \L.\.
Convention :twl Trade Show
ill Chicago oil .Inue 13th
heralded the canine of :t new
era ill
radio merchandising. Tile
show itself Ins been of obvious benefit to the entire iudnsh-v. There was
a ;;teat deal Of anxiety shown by
many during- the early part of the
show due to the fact that a nnntbt
of in: linfactttr. rs were holdiur back
exhibitiou of their fall models. It
was felt by many that the rtInetauce
of these maumfaentrers to exhibit
their new products wmmld defeat elle
purpose of the trade .show and retard all of the plans made for the
coining season.
It is obvious now
that those mmmfactirers who failed
to attend the trade shot- ;tut exhibit
their products are due for nitwit disappointment ill sales lignres dnrin
the eomimr wear. particularly when it
is considered that there was an attend :met. of i4.s00 dealers awl jobbers at the slow during the week
and that these dealers and ,jobbers
not uuly represented every state in
the l'uion but Cuba. Australia and
other foreign territory as well. These
men have had the opportunity of reviewing all of the new products and
'MVP gained a definite idea as to the
trend of development and a very clear
ell Ii ,' ttiou of the present patent .situation. The result will be that they will
line up stock at a umich earlier- date
and possibly assist in starting the
radio seasnt much earlier than usual.

The Trend of Developments
There were

no

revolutionary ideas

TREASURER

PRESIDENT, R. M. A.

the newer electrified tuiits. Needless
to say, many of the receivers :tre
laboratory developments and have
been completed within a short time
and it is difficult to know just how
these sets will operate in the hands
of the consumer. The new A. C. tubes
are :t very recent devi l..lnaent and in
this vase. as well. it is dillicult to IleWhat the reaction Will he
un the tubes as well as the sets etaploing them. The fact that these receivers have operated surprisingly
well in the laboratories is merely an
iuelicatiou that there is a good chance
of them going over. however. past.
experience has shown that many
laboratory recehors and sets incorporating unseasoned
developments
quite r.ften Yall that °nee they t'eaell
the open market.

Rectifier Tubes
Itegardiu elrcti1IiiI receivers. it
will be noted that nianty new rectifier

C. C. Colby
evident ill the doieu or circuits
or any of the receiVer.< or aceesorls
exhibited at the slim\ burl the advancement in protnctit ii methods and
mechanical colearmctiva are stflicieut
to apart- one Io stale that great improvements have L.eri made sine,. last
season.
Practically all of the receivers exhibited had streue metal
fi-;nuetworl: with all of the cleciri'al
panels shielded.
ill fact. kuotwiu_ the
grief brought about by weak mechanical coustrmct ion in the past. m:nulfactnrets It :n -e put a great deal of
thought into the sturdiness of their
Some ni:ntmfattirers are now
sets.
employing the telephone switchboard
type wiring. oversize boariugs for all
laming parts and metal framework
considerably thicker than they have
been in the past.
It is refreshing* to note the excellence of nitwit;tmica! design and the
absence of cheap materials.
More
moulded parts are employed in the

colst ruction

and
not all. of

tvithott

a

1st VICE- PRESIDENT

it.

the receivers could
thrown out of a second stet.

many.
be

if

lobes. capable of passing anywhere
trout 100 It' ::SR milli-amperes. have
been placed Oil the market by muterons manufacturers.
flume of these
with a low output. are
tithes.
marketed to till what. to mutt., still
seem, to be an unrealized demand.
I/illictlty has been experienced itt
m;niw socket operated receiwers Que
to the fact that they were worked too
close to the output ut the rectifier
tube. .\ redesign of the receivers has
been made mol rectifier tubes with :ut
output in the vicinity of loo milliamperes are utilized ill place of the
former tithes hiving an onrputt of
Rae
In counpetitiou
milli -amperes.

\window twit bunt Qoiu_ therm nun b
Most dealers and jobbers
damage.
have learned by experience tliat

sturdiness is

i

a

very important factor

and certainly they are ;:Ring to rim
into less grief through breakage of
sets and parts.

Electrified Receivers
\lost of the set manufacturers exhibiled both electrified and battery
receivers. Considering the
fact that sonie smaller time has been
spent upon the design and development of electrified sets. dealers and
jubbet's will do well tu continue push ht's batter. operated sets as well as
iii)eera led

D. MacGregor

T. K. Webster,

Jr.

Pays
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Convention and Trade Show
With the "A-B-C" eliwiu :ours e111140yiug higher output rectifier tubes
and the new A. C. tubes. are numerous "A" lsover units toeing marketed
by a score of mannf11eturers. These,
no tlonia, will he popular for some
time to come as they have already
reached the hands of the consumers
and in most cases proven satisfactory.

EXEC. VICE -PRESIDENT

reptadu(

tau.

General Survey

Resides. a great deal of d'veloputtnlal
work has been doue on them during
Ille year su that they are aetnally
superior tu the ones first inirodneed.

Ai'cor'i ing to a survey made by the

7'radc "Ion- and con r,vriion Pally of
the total' number of exhibitors at the
rouveutijm 411'. were displaying table
type r'e4.ivrs :nul "i.ti', causales. A
further examination of the consoles
showed IIraI 12se'. bave built -in cone
speakers :nad fil, V :ire equipped with
a long air calnuut horn.
II is interesting to note that 70,5'ó
showed rout speakers while 21.S'.ó
have horn or ait column speakers.
"A" ¡tower units which have an
electrolyte of sont' sort lead those
which are totally dry by titi.:V;; to

Better Parts
we find other parts manufacturers
supplying really good filter chokes
with correct impotence ratings. I p
until the present time there have been
very few satisfactory lifter chokes
manufactured although it is hard to
state the reason. There are also
auumerons auuutfaeturers Who have
placed plower resisters on the market
and are selling oireetly to manufacturers 111111 'ousuumv's. Most of the
resisters are of the wire wouut type
although there are a few employing
special resistive materials :11111 III the
variable class. a few of the e :n'bon
compression type. Those exhibited at
the show appear to be ex:otly what
has been needed for some time and
according to the r:diugs elminmd by
the manufaetnrcrs will help to prevent minty "It" eliminators, "C"
and "A-- It --t "' eliminators
from g'iug wrong in the consumer's
bands.
All of these small items go hand in

this year than they did last due prineipally ft. the improvements wade in
audio frequency amplifiers and power
Some of the new ex:unplitiws.
Istaeutia) horn speakers and curved
lawn sialakers are very interesting in
Bair dt4migu and give very faithful

L. S. Baker
haute in making up the various power

cuits manufactured and most of the
merchandising nleu w1111 :Itteuded the
show have had it impressed ultott
them that socket luu 'er devices are

EXECUTIVE SECRETARY

\\'ith the "B" units the situation is
reversed with :.S.l`,; of these using the
gaseous routent. tilanietttless tubes
being (4(111141k
:cad _n'
Batteries fall blow the socket
power Units as only 21.s' exhibited
stot'agehatteries :une Hoa'; dry bat'l'ht' dry batteries are, of
teries.
course. ,um.stly of the "1 t" :nad "t'"
type w'iljll' the storage are ti -volt "A"
r

.

ba t t Ivied.
It is :also interesting to note that
111.:'; Mlisplayed tubes and 21.S'7

fund! tut..
The

Darts

manufaetur'rs made a

good sh owing with a figure of 41.3%.

2nd VICE -PRESIDENT

3rd VICE- PRESIDENT

Al. F. Tlannal,ran
hutch closer t.. being foal prowl' than
farmer models.

Lour! Speakers
we

V. IV. C.ollamore

great progress made in
the design of loud speakers although
many of the sail' types sonud better
lime no

J. B. Hawley
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Eliminating the Loop Characteristic in the
Power Tube of A. F. Amplifiers
Interesting facts regarding constant resistance structures for
output circuits and "matching phase angles''
By E. E. Hiler*
This, the fourth article of a .crus
Jlr. Miler, contains MOM(' now ppratirely new facts regarding audio fregurney amplification.
Mr. llilcr has been working on nrrrurgenfeni. for eliminating distortion,
duc to looped characteristics, in the
output of audio amplifiera. Ile corers,
among other things, a special rin'taut
resistance structure, which actually
bal

contains inductance and capacity,
sigacd for this purpose.- ED1TOli.

it

de-

TIIAT a Vacuum tube itself may
cause harmonic distortion regartll,ss of the type of apparatns used in connection with
is :na interesting fact. In the June

issue we referred to harmonic distortion caused by the hoped characteristic. 'l'liis article will deal particularly with the causes and cure for this
kind of distortion in connection with
the last tube of an audio amplifier.
It is a well known fact that the amplification factor or -31u" of a tube
damages with the Value of the "B"
battery voltage impressed across the
plate and filament of the tube. In
Fig. I is shown the plate circuit of a
tube illustrating the distribution of
the rolt:tee changes too and (ep)
due to signas bring impressed upon
the grid of the tube. The result of
the Anti ,- (el.) is illustrated by the
curve of Fig. 2 showing a typical
"looped elinrioteristic't It is easy
to show that as the impedance Z,) is
increased and ra'l remaining coustant that a smaller and smaller portion of the total voltage change
(e, + er) is effective across (n.). i.e.
(er). 0,M...queutly the amplification
factor is not affected by these voltage
is
changes as mura as When Z
small. Also if the original "I:" supply
Voltage is large in comparison With

the A. C. Voltage changes or signals,
then the amplification is not affected
by the voltage changes as much as
when the ratio is smaller. Luth of
these factors. the "It" supply and the
external impedance. affect the loop
characteristic. We may safely say,
therefore. :het with high "It" Voltage
and a lote Volume of signal the loop
degenerates into the straight line EOF
of Figure l'. and also that tas L, is increased the loop gets narrower and
narrower :approaching EOF as a limit.
Impedance variation in loud

speakers
speakSince
ers varies with frequency and gets

JO.

1

i

E
-PUSH-PULL AMPLIFIER
Fig. 3.

litter And,
.See

!tip,

-

Standard forni of push -pull

circuit

Fig. 1.

Representative output
c i re u it

Fig. 2.

GPO VOLTAGE
Loop characteristic curve
of vacuum tube

smaller and smaller as the frequency
of the music gets lower. it is clear
that the loop characteristic is mostly
evident at the low frequencies producing raspy unmusical tones of the base
notes especially if they are of generous amplitude. In the previous article
we showed how this difficulty was
overcome in the interstage eoupling
devices of the tuned doable impedance type by making the impedance
between tubes three times that of the
previous tube at the lowest frequency
to be encountered. But the last tube
of the :amplifier works into a load
speaker where the power available in
satin is the important factor instead
of the voltage available in same and.
Uurefore, the problem presents a different aspect and is out so easy to
salve.

:olive circuit of Fig. 4 the phases of
<m oc rliug tubes are 1SO° apart and
the loop characteristic distortion of
one tube is balanced out by the loop
charecleristic distortion of the next
tube. Ilotwever it is necessary to have
an even number of tubes and to have
the amount of distortion in each pair
of tubj's the same by adjusting the
voltagds and imped:tac,s to offset the
ilituerebee in amplitude in signals from
one tn1fe to the next. Even with this
type the output circuit of the last tube
must lt, non-reactive in order to perfectly ¡balance out the distortion of
the nett to the last tube.

]latching of phase angles
Referring again to Fig. 1. let us
assume that the impedance Z. represents the impedance of a loud speaker
at a certain ilequeu,y. Then the
relatiiit power ileielopetl in the loud
speakers by the sigma] can he shttwit as
be dependent on
ill curve of Fig. 5
the relittiun between tr and Li. For
any oath phase angle of L it was shown
in the June article the maximum
power tbbtainable is when the external
impedalce equals the internal imp,
dance. This is the so- called matching

t

of impedance.

We will now demon-

strate the fact that "poaching of
(abase angles' has an ew,o greater af-

fect onl the power developed than the
"matching of impedances" :although
for albs lute ctlieieney both should he
This important principle is
attache
stated very clearly in "Í'raasani.exioa
f' treat t. for Telephone Communication- b K. S. Johnson, page 16 "the
uuixiutlui amount of power which it
is possible for a receiving device to absorb fro ni a source having an electromotive force E. and an eli,rtire resist tuae Ito is the square of the electromotive force (i:i davit,] by 4 times
IIl ) and is
the efft 'tire resistance
adenine( when the impedance of the
source gild the receiver are conjui

Corporation.

"Thermionir Vacuum Tube," I'mr der

page 175.

Zo

the intpedaace ut' loud

I

I

th, Voltage change oil one tube is
upposile to that on the other und the
eonscrpteut distortion of one tube is
balanced out by the other in the output transformer. Also in the non -re:i

?son- reaetirc and push -pull circuits
In the push -pulp amplifier of Fig.

Page 828
gates."
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concrete example of this to
is:
Impedance of source.
ohms resist
A

illustrate

10

-

ance turd 20 ohms capacitative reactance or (10- j 20) and impedance of
receiver to match 10 ohms resistance
and 20 (huts induetive reactance or
110+ j 201. lu this example both the
impedance and phase angles are

"matched.-

When WI irking ont (t a vacuum tube
the iinitedance of the source has m( reactance at audio frequencies s( that its
impedance can be expressed as r,. + j u
and the conjugate would he r..
j (
where ro = r.
On pare 186 of "Tbcrauionir Vacuum
7'abc ' by l'an der Bijl the formula for
the power "l'" iu ana external impedance "Z." is

-

P

(sils 4'
-u'e'r Z.,
(r, +Z°)'

(1)

this. is the power factor and is
dependent uu the relation between r.
and x. of impedance %.. Where
is the effective resistance and x. the
is the effetive resistance and x. the
cos

4' in

r

null the difference between theta is
that in P. the impedance was matched
hut the phase angle tuas 4:a° and in P.
the ism 1111:11111. tens 1114 matched but

The second fraction of the equation
for Z is the reactance component of Z
as indicated by the fact that it is preceded by the quadrantal operator (j)=V --1.
Therefore if we make this
component equal to zero the reactance
component will be neutralized and we
will have left only the resistance component. In order to do this it is only

the phase angle was matched at 0 °.
Therefore we can eliminate the Imp
chatacteri -i i'' in the last "lazy by simply koepin_ the iuga'daulco hi_h and
marching the phase angle t.. te's't the
loss in power due to not n,arhiug the
iunpeclance.

Constant resistance structures
This leads us up to a discussion of
constant resist:allee stl'llctli,',s. .\ simple furor is given in Fig. 6 and you
might well ask how ruff this circuit
maintain a constant impedance (Z) of
zero ptuco :Ingo. at all frequencies
since it contains not only holm-lance
e
hat capacity anal both of these vary
with frequency.
For ius,auce if two i't 2 Y f = \V. the
impedance of the raparitati'e arm will
he

Z,.

I{,- j

and that of the inE3

+

100%
150% 200% 250%
EXTERNAL IMPEDANCE
INTERNAL RESISTANCE

Fig. 5.
Relative power curve.
showing change with variation of
impedance

1

we
C3

50%

Ce.

necessary to opiate the numerator of
the reactance component to zero and
alti simplification we get
Lw(
=O

l

Ra')

C

('ouisequently. if It.'

_

and

(-L

C

= Rí2

the above expression will reduce to
zero.
It is therefore evident that the condition necessary is for
It.
Fig. 4. Non -reactive amplifier circuit which overcomes the "loop characteristic.'
Note that a positive "C" voltage is employed on the grid of each tube

The condition for maximal power in
is therefore satisfied if /7,5/ (absolute value) is equal to ro and the
phase angle equals (1° O' with consequent power factor of 100% or cos

Z
4'

equals unity.

rr x 100%

=

(ro

uVg

x

it

4

+r,.)'

It,

-j
(L -j

(I{.
Z =-

(r,.+ r,.)'
ta'e'g

x

70.7'

rr
Again if the please angle were
snatched lint to eliminate loop characteristic the impedance Z. were made
equal to 3 rr instead of 'gnat to rr.
rr x 10(I%/ß
l';, =n'e't '3
4

i

it l e.

16

r,

x 1011'

1

ur

(r,. +3
We',

r

Eliminating the constant
n'er
4

r, from I',

w','

llave P,

1'_

4

V

--

(2)

wr
Nc

(R.

)

)

+jwL1

+(R. +jwI.a

By performing the multiplication
indicated in the numerator and the

addition in the denominator and then
umltipl3ing both numerator and denominator by the conjugate of the
denominator

r,.)'

x

L

IL=

C

ro x 70.7'4

"

follotws-

is as

5

I

clt

+R:t-j(wL--1-))
tcc

X100%
tw1'

get Z

_

(It;

Fig
a

IL)

Z

-

(I{.Lw-cw )-11t.N,-

= 100`,-b

Hence P. is more efficient than 1',

(It + I{.)

111.1.w

j

(IL

-

ce

)- (1{,I{,

-t-R.)'±

(

I.w

C)

- 1 )'
ew

(Lw

RZ Y -

sstance structure
)

(.

(R.+R,)'+ILN'--(N'

and 1',

Rt

Simple form of constant re-

6.

1

l', =70.7%
and P, =75.%

=L

if these values are substituted in the
formula fut Z (see (3)) then Z reduces to simply Z =II, and is independent of frequency.
Fig. 7 shows how this principle is
applied to a loudspeaker circuit, the inductance of the loudspeaker being L,
the effective resistance of the loud-

tluctive firm will be R, + jwL. Both
of these iutpe'dmaies vary with fre'moncy but can be made to vary in
such a uuuaner that the impedance of
the parallel combination will be the
saute for all frequencies. The proof
of the fact that this condition will be
met providing

100'4

X(w. if the phase angle had not been
"matched." for instance (a common
angle. -13
the power would be

=R.

1Lw-

ce

)'

cw )

(3)

)
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speaker being R, and Ira is an additional resistance in series with the
loudspeaker to stake It, -fIt, equal to

that in one position the 7.000 ohm resistanci will be shorted and the 10,000
ohm re istautce open and in the other
position, the I0,1100 oliut resistance will

L.

be connected and the 7.000 ohm resistance no longer shorted. By this
menu, ii quick contpaui.tn cas he ob-

Practical Application
Lt Fig. i; we have a constant resistance structure within a constant resistance structure, necessitated by the
fact that an output choke and condenser is usually used to keep the Lt. C.
ont of the windings of the speaker.
The principle is the sa lue however. except that we have two additional factors to balance. The application of
this to a typical circuit is shown in
Figs. 4 and 10. It is unnecessary to

Z

RiR2R3-

Lt

Ct

tained and we believe you will be
pleased with the results. erre case
when this principle is of particular advantage ¡is that of a tuned double imiaedance amplifier so set up as to give a
rising e turacteristic to the low frequeneies with the idea of making a
small co ne or small horn semai like a
larger tale. Ill this casse the low tones
arc i'f einrn,us amplitude and with
Iii
Ill p
tond .pcnkers consider i

Fig. S. "Wheels within wheels" type
of constant resistance structure

COUPLING CONDENSER

loudspeaker. The output condenser
can be as low as 1 /10 of a mfd. depending on the output choke used and
the value of the impedance of the entire circuit desired.

LOUD

SPEAKER

Adjustment

?B-

3RpR1

+R3

In testing for best results listen for
low frequency notes and with a switching arrangement throw in or out the
entire structure. You will notice that
the raspiness of loud, low tones will
disappear when the circuit is balanced
and its impedance is 3 or 4 times that
of the tube used.
In setting up a
switching arrangement a double-pole,
double -throw switch can be used so

R

R2-1
LOUD

SPEAKER
B-

3RpRIR2.R3/ '

C

Simple form of resistance
structure applied to loud speaker

Fig. 9. "Wheels within wheels" type
of structure applied to loud speaker,
output choke and condenser

add any resistance in series with the
output choke since the amount of iron
used usually gives us sufficient effective resistance, due to hysteresis and
eddy current effects, to balance. The
values shown will give good results
but it is a good plant to be able to vary
the capacity of the .04 mfd. condenser
from .01 to .08 mfd. and the resistances, shown as variable, from 5.000
to 25,000 ohms. Always, keep the resistance in series with the loudspeaker
at a smaller value than the resistance
in series with the condenser in order
to balance out the iron losses of the

able distortion of extra I.nid, low notes
results. narking a milli -ammeter in the
last tube jump too vigorously. However, with the output circuit properly
adjusted, as outlined above. the needle
steadies itself and the distortion disappears With the result that the low
tones are round and full. No affect
on the high frequencies is apparent
with the arrangement working correctly. lint if the condenser shown in
Fig. 10 is Connected directly across the
loud sptea$ er without properly balancing the circuit. then you will find that
the highl frequencies are reduced
slightly.

Fig. 7.

+180

V.

Fig. 10. Schematic diagram of
"wheels within wheels" type

Cross Licensing of Patents Forecast
in Electrical Industry
resolution adopted by the
Policies
Division
of
the
National Electrical Manufacturers Association, covering the
investigation of cross licensing of
patents will be of interest to manufacturers of electrical goods making radio
apparatus and supply equipment. The
resolution follows:
"WHEREAS. the electrical industry is under heavy annual expense
due to patent litigation and
WHEREAS, the result of this condition is uncertainty and lack of
confidence in the minds of the purchasing public as well as unfav-

THl:

arable feeling between the different organizations in the industry
and
WHEREAS, the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce has
demonstrated the practicability of
a system of cross licensing patents
which has been effective for a
number of years in the automotive industry and has resulted in
strengthening the confidence and
development in that industry,
therefore
Re if Resolved. that the Policies Division of the National
Electrical Manufacturers Associa-

taon, in regular meeting assembled, re puests its President to
have sui a committee or individ-

uals, as he may consider expedient, in stigate the situation regarding patents in the electrical
industry with a view to determining whether some modification of
the plan utilized by the National
Automob le Chamber of Commerce
may be ade applicable to elec-

trical m ufacturing industry and
Be it urther Resolved, that the
findings f such a committee or
individu Is be presented to this
Division or further action.
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The Radio Service Problem
Dealing with the shop layout and testing equipmeni
By J. Ray Blaich

Part II
THIS article will deal with some
of the apparatus that was mentioned in last month's article
together with suggestions for
layouts and wiring diagrams. But,
first of all let us consider the shop.
Most certainly the shop must be well
ventilated and well lighted. Bad air
and eye -strain will most certainly
detract from the efficiency of the service department and since we are out to
make a go of this thing let us get the
ground work right by having good air
and the right light. Just a word about
the light. The writer is informed that
a light directly over the operator's
head, or slightly to the rear. is the
ideal situation. The reason advanced
for this placement of the light is that
it will allow sufficient light on the
work and at the saute time will not
shine into the eyes of the operator.
Actual test has proven that if the light.
covered with a suitable shade to keep
the light rag's front striking the wall
ahead of the bench from where they
would reflect. is placed about two feet
above and just slightly behind the
operator it is least tiring. So much
for the light. kindly remember that
the foregoing anti the following are
merely suggestions and individual
cases may be adjusted to best suit the
needs of the operator.

The Test Bench
The bench seems to be a sadly
neglected part of the service department. therefore. Dear with me a
moment alibi we rrusider this part of
our equipment. First of all. the top
should be made of closely m atdiciI
hard wood hoards. hard wood is
specified Because it wears well. It is
no fun to work on a (tench that is
The
subject to severe 'slivering."
i

hoards should be closely matched to
avoid small parts such was tiny screws,
lock washers and the like from falling
through onto the floor. We can't stake
money looking for lost parts nor can
we charge this time to the customer.
'l'he height of the bench will depend
on the size of the operator. The
important fact to remember is that it
is easier to work in an upright position
than bent over the work. A bad posture persisted in will grow on yon.
Between thirty-six and forty inches
high seems to be about right.
Now here's a new one. I am going
to suggest that the bench be made in
the shape of a right angle. This. of
course, does not mean that you must
go to a lot of trouble constructing such
a bench. Herds the idea. Suppose
that you are working on a set on a
regular straight bench, where are you
in the habit of putting the various
tools that are necessary l'or the job?
Chances are that you either pull them
out of a drawer under the bench or
from to near -lay box and drop them un
the tenet somewhere. couceuieat ur
othcraaisc. just as soon as the imnadiaue lase for any particular tool is
over. t 'oase lneut13, 1110st of the time
your Inlich will lie a mess of tools and
wire. It means also that you will
waste a lot of time looking for the
screwdriver that you had just a
moment ago but now seems to have
disappeared entirely. \Viiy not put a
little extension un the bench to the
right, if you are right handed and to
the left if left handed. On this extettsiou build a convenient tool rack for
the tools used most. This will keep
the tools in sight at all tittles. Of
course, when you finish with a tool it
will be necessary to replace it in the
notch or slot in the tool rack made
especially for that particular tool.

s. nnois very difficult on paper
but tvheu inn iat,i practice the tools
'vein to come half way to meet you
Mien needed.

This all

Outlets
Another suggestion for the bench is
the placing of the current outlets.
There should be two of then[ placed
tinder the front edge of the bench and
preferably to the right of the operator.
Each one should have a pilot light.
The pilot light will save you an argument with the Underwriters. A fuse
block located somewhere under the
bench will sate steps and time in case
of a short circuit. Two octets have
been specified. one for the soldering
iron and one for testing "II" battery
eliaaivatiit's and miscellaneous work
requiring current Il(at the city service.
It has been found real convenient to
have a resistance of about twenty alums
and capable of carrying approximately
one hundred watts without overheating. connected by means of a single
pule il,nthle throw switch in one side
of the sohlering iron cord. 'file switch
stakes it possible to cut in the resistance or short it at will. 14i0 of the
resi stn wee will prevent the irua over heating and still it will be hot enough
for the work. t)f citurse, if you have
a gun_ steady soldering job the resistance is not wised.

Tools Required
\ \'hile we are on the subject of tools
let us consider some of the more
essential oacs used by the service mane.
.\ good kit to begin with is:
F(Iti':w URi VI:IU
1- Jeweler's 1tor meter work).
1- ', inch blade. ti incites long.
1- ', inch blade. 3 inches long.
1- ', inch blade. G inches long.
inch blade.: inches long.
I1- ', inch blade. offset (length op-

lI

T

T

Y

Y

i i

tional).

It inch blade. offset (length op-

tional).

PLIERS
1

-long

muse, b iir 6

all.

i5F551-1

1

1

B+
4V

45V.

A-

8+

B+

135 V

2242V.

B-

90V

2.

or

B+
90

V

over all.
1- -diagonal cutters.
long over all.

ti

inches long

0 0

+

+

Rear wiring of the power panels

5

or

G

lung
long

inches

1-end cutters (for cutting small
screws and heavy wire).

WRENCH .:s

o

r^t ---

Fig

:i

1- square jaw'eil. 5 or inches
over all.
1- square jawed. S or 10 inches

1

0

0

nose.

over all.

G

A+
6V
A+

-routtd

inches long over

1

-set socket wrenches (straight
handle preferable).
-set open cud wrenches. sizes 3/16
to

rr,

or

1

inch.

1- bir.cli (monkey) wreucli capable
of opening

1

inch or afore.
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1-0 or

S

inch Stilson wrench.

EMERY WHEEL

Any good cutting material will do, it
need not be eatery.
KNIFE
A husky one with a notch filed in the
back of the blade for skinning
wire.
SOLIIERIM, IRON
A light or medium weight tip will

l'a!/c 831
-'o

@

a

o

I

I

I

0

0

0

I.

For sawing motel.

A keyhole .:t w amt a enrpenter's
brace with several size wood bits come
in handy at times and may be midis',
if desired. but are not absolutely necessary except in the event of the installation of a power plant operated from
the lighting current where ventilation
must be provided in the cabinet. The
individual operator may augment this
list with various additions as the need
arises.

Testing Equipment
Now let us turn our attention to
sonie of the apparents used for testing.
First of all we must have'a source of
power for the radio set under test.
Referring to Fig. 1 yin will find a suggested layout for a power panel. The
apparatus uscii by the writer is two î
by 15 inch insolation panels, held in an
upright position with angle irons and
wooden supports. Passing across the

panel at the center are several single
pole double threw Witches. :long the
bottom is a r»\V ,f bintling posts for
staking cohme'li.ti to the iautel by
means of the ,apte with which many
present day sets are equipped. The
top row of connections are phelit' tip
jacks amt are used with sets that do
not have a cable bat beading posts
instead. To coma..' such a set to the
panel, connecting Wires h11s1 be supplied. A pive.. of flexible wire of suitable length il It a phone tip a1 cue end
ww

I

I

a

a

I
GND

C-27V.
C+
C-42V.

Fig.

A+4V.

I

a

a

I

I

I

I

I

I

0

0

0

0

t

t
8+45V

I

MILLIAMMETER
OTO

t

10

MA

for the
twill kee
the wa,
run fro
work b
panel it
to the

batteries and charger. This
them off the floor and out of
when yon clean up. \Vires
u the hatteries through the
tell to the back of the power
the forai of n t'able will add
appearance of the finished
t

installa on.

The Test Box
shows the hookup of a piece
of teen 8111, that will prove of unale
esliuiiath
value to the service man.
This in ruaient will pay for itself in
Fig.

in short order. \Vitte it the
and "C" batteries may be
tested wwh bout disturbing a single conmeetinn. It will c'hec'k the continuity
of the adio set without the nid of
batterie. other than those used to run
the set. Tubes may also be tested and
the plut current of any tube in the
set elle. ed. Referring again to Fig. 3
it will e noted that the instrument
compris s the following:
1 -Lom11 e range woltltteter (high ohms
pet volt type i.
1 -D. C. milli-ammeter (same diameter
as -alttltet(t-I.
-Tube si tket l'X type).
l'S' switches (midget jack switch
tyl t.
1 -l)l'D ' switch
(midget jack switch
typ ).
1 -flag and cable made from an old
t -199 base. a wooden plug
dei led from end to end so that
a f ut wire cable will go through
nm connect witlt four prongs of
the CS hase. The plug may be
bel in place in the base either
writ t sealing wax or .short pins.
Be careful not to short the cable
wit t the pins. if used.
The
iter will lettre the design to
the built el and gm iwntediately to the
operatic of the test box.
Now t hat we halve loir power panel
and test pox wwo uaty proceed with the
tir -1 of au "routine tests." The reeicer is co11heett'd to the power panel
sind anti e taken of whether or bot the
lamps mit the power iaunci light. If not,
everytiti g is alright so far. If the
left han Tamp lights alone there is
-last ,t'ltveen the "11 neg." and "B
he right hand lamp lights the
is eel weer "- and "90" white
it both amps light Bialy 'neg" and
911" are shorted. If both lamps light
fairly ht gut the entire "L'" battery is
shorted. \\e shall proteed to the continuity t st next.

time set

v1

1

I

t

1

FIL.+-- C
GRID

REV.

PLATE
MA

1

"

Fig.

3.

LAMPS

V.

ww

PLATE'

)19.
;®
_ ?

I 64135V
8+90V.

B+

2r/

6/O

`

Layout details of the power panels

1.

and a universal test clip ut the Miter
end makes a convenient connecting
wire. At the extreme right of the
panel you will notice two laures. These
are 40 watt, 1111 volt lamps used as
protective resistaaes i11 case of a short
circuit in the set umler test. They
spell real life insurance for the radio
tuiles-there is no use of heating a set
of "It" batteries or burning out a set
of tubes because of at short in the set.
A single pole single throw switch has
been provided for eael of the lumps Io
act as a short across the lamp, if
heeded. Two lamps have been used
for several reasons, one of which is:
1St) volts or even 135 volts of "B"
battery might 11111'11 out a single lump.
The other reasons will lie ex el ailled a
little Inter. Fig. 2 shows the wviring of
the power panel and is self exphtmr
tory. The writer would like to emphasize one "don't" and that is: don't use
a "B" eliminator as a source of "B"
power for your power panel. The ideal
source of power is sua "A" battery of
ut least 100 ampere hours capa'il y. a
storage "li" battery and two dry -'ell
"C" batteries. lu the ('veut that you
do not twish to consider the storage
"B" battery- use the "Leavy duty" type
of dry-cell "B" battery. ln Fig. 2 the
charger is not shown bal should be
included. If further protection for the
batteries is desired a tin't'e to five
ampere fuse may b1' inserted in series
a-ith the negative -A" l'ail. .\ neat
installation can Lie male by constructing it Leant about a t'e.1t ir,ntu the dont

VOLTMETER
OTO BV -TO 200V

B

I

A-

A+6V

a

®

I

o

t
ANT.

suffice.

HACK SAW

I

a

0

DRILLS

High speed, sizes 1/16 to is inch.
A Intaille with suitable chucks
go with this outfit.

a

a

Schematic diagram of the special test box designed for service work
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The test box is pressed into service
at this stage. The plug of the test
box is inserted into the different tube
sockets of the receiver under test and
the varions switches on the test box
are closed one at a time and indicate
as follows:
"A"-This switch connects the meter
to the filament connections on the
socket and gives the "A" voltage on
the low scale.
"A- Rev." -Gives the "A" voltage if
the socket happens to le reversed.
Some receivers have the filament connections reversed at the socket. While
this does not affect the operation of
the receiver it would cause the test
lox meter to read backward unless
provision was made for it.
"lt"- (:ives the voltage of the "B"
battery at the socket and indicates
whether the primary of the transformer and associated wiring is OK.
"C"-Checks the "( "' battery voltage
at the socket its well as the continuity of the transformer secondary. etc.,
when the "A" is connected in the
standard manner.
"C- Rev."-The same as "C" when the
"A" connection is reversed.

"Plate MA" and "A" (Both closed at
the stave time)-With the plug inserted in a socket of the receiver and
a tube placed in the test box socket the
milli -ammeter will indicate the current
drawn by the tube while the voltmeter
will show the filament voltage. By
throwing the "Plate MA" switch to
the opposite position a change in plate
current will take place. This is an
indication of the condition of the tube.
To test a receiver using the series
filament hookup all the tubes should
be used in their respective positions
in the receiver. When a tube is removed from the receiver to make room
for the test plug this tube should be
placed in the test box so cket. in this
way the tube is still in circuit through
the test box and cable and the proper
load is maintained which will insure
accurate readings on the test box
meter. provided the high resistance
type of meter is used.
A test box of very similar characteristics may he obtained at present as
a commercial product.
In the next article we shall consider
n "dummy antenna," a multi -purpose
oscillator and more of the "routine
test."

Why Paper and Why Mica
in Fixed Condensers?

.11ica

and Paper are equally as important
special uses

but each

find

By Harry F. Houck*
reasons for using mica as
the dielestrie in eertnin condensers and paper for others,
are governed by many factors
passed upon by the engineering as
well as the production staff of the
condenser maunnfacturing establish;
ment. What is more. there are certain
econatuie considerations which decide
the dielectric that shall be employed.
So well are these various factors defined that the mica condenser has a
clearly delineated field of uses. while
the paper condenser. likewise, has
another clearly delineated field of uses.
First of all. mica is admittedly a
better dielectric. It has far greater
electrical strength than paper, which
is to say that for a given mass of
material. it will withstand greater
voltages without breakdown. At the
usual operating voltages in radio reception, a mica condenser should have
virtually a perpetual life. while the
carefully built paper condenser should
have a life of from ten to fifteen years
in contrast with the poorly built paper
condenser with an indefinite lease of
life which may be measured in hours
or days or weeks or months.
Tpile;

Chief Engineer, f,uhilier
"'oration.

Condenser Cer

Thickness

of Mica the
Drawback

Main

However, mica ctumot be worked as
thin as paper. which is the main drawback to the employment of this material in large capacity condensers.
Mica cannot be worked to thicknesses
less than 2 mils, while paper, on the
other hand, can be worked to 0.5 and
even 0.4 mils. Hence the mica condenser, with its considerably thicker
dielectric, must have larger plates and
-e of them to equal the capacity of
the paper condenser with its much
thinner dielectric. The mica condenser will be much bulkier. therefore, for
voltage ratings below ].INN). but at 1,000
volts and above. the properly built
paper eondenser must have six
"papers' or layer: I' paper for the
dielectric. which causes the paper condenser to be almost as large as the
mica condenser. Above 1,000 volts,
obviously, the mica condenser comes
into its ova more and more as the
voltage increases. since the marked
plurality of papers necessary in the
corresponding paper condenser soon
makes the latter impractical.

1927

Comparative Cost
In the matter of cost. the mica condenser is virtually prohibitive for large
capacities at 1.000 volts or less. The
manufacture of the mica condenser is
far costlier than is the ease with the

corresponding paper condenser. Each
piece of mica must be individually
tested. Then the assembly calls for
the stacking of alternate sheets of mica
and tinfoil. one by one. By way of
contrast. the paper condenser starts
out with paper and tinfoil in rolls,
which have been passed upon beforehand. The assembly is purely a matter
of winding the inter -larded tinfoil and
paper into a compact roll. on automatic
machines.
The discrepancy in production cost
between mica and paper is reflected in
the final price of the respective condensers. Thus taking a 1 mfd., 1000volt condenser as the basis for comparison. the paper condenser will cost
in the neighborhood of $5. while the
mica condenser will cost about $25.
Translating these figures into terms of
radio power unit practice. in which at
least 10 ofd. is required for a good
"B "-eliminator. it will he noted that
the comparison sin ows $.dl for the paper
and $250 fir the mien.

Specific Fields for Both Types
From the technical standpoint, there
clean-cut distinction between the
proper sphere of the mica condenser
and that of the paper condenser. The
former, aside from its necessary application to radio transnaissim, is essential in the radio -frequency end of
reception, NV here radio-frequency
energy is being handled. Mica has the
necessary permanency of capacity, low
phase angle. and ideal power factor.
Paper does not make for such precise,
highly efficient performative. Hence
the growing tendency of late on the
part of some to substitute tiny paper
condensers for the usual mica condensers in the radio -frequency end of reception is to be deplored. Grave losses
in efficiency are bound to result, and
variation in capacity is almost certain
to alter the critical balance of the
radio -frequency circuit. Even on the
plea of economy. which eau be the
only excuse for the use of small paper
condensers, the diminutive paper condensers cannot justify themselves for
the reason that in the corresponding
mica condenser the small quantity of
materials together with the relatively
simple assembly for the small capacity
condenser provides little differential in
cost between paper and mica.
In the audio- frequency end. however,
where low -frequency currents are
handled and where the capacities run
very much greater. it is quite another
story. Isere the paper condenser is
altogether justified. while the mica condenser would be economically unsound,
its well as entirely unnecessary. The
only advantage that could possibly be
gained through the use of mica would
he virtually indestructible condensers
of endless life.
is a
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of the incoming carrier t\ ate and the
fretpteucy of the local oscillations.
This ittrnieliat freqneucy is autplitied in the usual manner.

The Strolmdvne Receiver
F-F.k

(,

4
c

i.I"ulvne receiver, deby Lucien Chretieu in

OF PARTS FOR THE

LI

STROBODYNE

Cl, C2. C5--3 Variable couehu.ers,
.00035 ufd.

Oribwl
the August issue of Radin
\e.n's contains a number of
new features which places il in a
The Str.dtotlytte is
field by itself.
virtually a Salter-he I1l'oel\'lle receiver.
at least in that class, but employs
an entirely new priucilt:ll for the frequency changer. This principal is
latsetl ii t,tu the operation of the Strobose"pe \Molt is !whim rily used for
eletetmiuing the frequency of :VVOIViug objects. The Strbudyne, instead
of employing the usual oscillator tube
'which feeds an oscillating current
to the first detector tube in order to
create a heat note with the incoming
signal frequency. uses It single tithe,
also oscillating at radio frequency,
which tube tales the plue of both
the first deteelor or frequency
changer and oscillator lu the usual
super- hcterotlytte.
Top View of the Strobodynle Receiver

I'rinei ple of Operation
The a+tioII of titis nuit borders
super- regeueratiun and in operation
amplitieatiuu takes place only when
the grid of the tube is of negative
value. When the grill of the tube
is ehargeti with a positive voltage
the grid -to- filament resistance is exceedingly low :nul amounts to a short
across the grill coil and no amplification takes place. It is obvious that.
in the first place. excessive regeneration is ohhaiuet through each negative
half of the cycle. NVheu the tube

reaches the point of oscillation a heat
note is cteatetl. the fretpteucV of
whiall is dependent oisif the frequency
The Strobotyne is practically the
SHIM. ats any superheterodyne circuit
in other respects.
Those who wish a more detailed
outline of the functioning of the receiver. eau ubttiiti the iufocnt :tIion
from the July issue ill. Rndiu 't o s
Wherein the theory of the Stnh itstVue
circuit was explained in detail.

Npeial :nttocnuple. tapped.
1:2-1 Nlwci:il ualoe ntple.
T.3-1 St uubud ant ctnpb.
T.1--

1

R. F. timed units. plug-in type.
NI: Plant fixed condensers.
F. transformers.
T1. '1"?--2

T.4-I

(:7-5

OF-1 (lMatt filter.
It. F. ('.-1 Radiu freilueney ehnke.
t'u

-1

t

outpeusatiug

condenser

rotor t.
H1. I12. 1,7=3 ltheostats. _It ohms.
ltli--1 l'e teutiumeter. 410 ohms.
station:

Ct-4

1

fty-pass coutleusers. Il;i uteg.

--------L3

C3

i

L4

L4

C7

2

R

RI

11

C

Cid

l

A+

C- 2/848010
40V.

C- V
1

41/2

AUDIO
V.

C-

OCT.
3 TO 41/2V.

8+

45V.

Schematic diagram of the Strobodyne receiver
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rectification or tube blocking, common
'-oarces of distortion in ordinary reistance and imied:ume-coupled amplifiers.
b. High voltage amplification per
stage. The amplifier utilizes the maxi mtnu voltage amplification of the
tut., employed. There are no low
resistance grid leaks to reduce the
:amplitication.
From a consideration of the above
cbaraeteristits it will he realized that
cleann undistorted reproduction can
readily be ohhtiled with an amplifier
,I Ifni- tyre.

Parts Employed and Constructional Details
The completed tuned double impedance A. F. amplifier.

output filter

CS-1 Ity-pass condenser. .002 mid.
SW-1 Filament switch.
11 -1 Double circuit short jack.
J2-1 Single circuit short jack.
R3-1 Filament ballasts. :, \'. í :nap.
R4-1 Filament ballast. .,V. 12 fillip.
R5-1 Variable resistance. iIU'.(HNI
1

ohms.

3 Shields.

tube sockets.
12 Binding posts.
2 Dials.
1 Panel. s" x 24" x 3j16"
1

ß

U. X.

Sub -panel. 12" x 25a/4" x 1J"
t. :I.!. 1"

dozen machine screws,

The tin ueiples miderlyilg tine operation of this amplifier have been explained in detail by Mr. !filer in recent issues of Icon° 1 :\, lSEERING. Its
chaaacteri-Iics only In. Iiriell }- summarized as f, IIi
1. I "uif,nv, loudspeaker output from
Ptl to 111.111111 cycles. The poor response
of
vrage cone speaker below
200 cy rlcs is offset by increased amplification of these low frequencies.
2. Complete and a nion:1lb. elimination of "motor- boating."
" \lotorbo:tting" is caused by oscillations at
frequencies below 30 cycles. The Ire gletey characteristic iif the tuned
double impedance amplifier cuts off
sharply :It :111 cycles. There is little
or no aniplilit :iIion below this frequency; consequently, there is no
"motor-Pool tug."
3. Greater undistorted power output. For explanation of this char-

\'

Il

C3-2 Balancing condensers.
S

The last unit Is an

I. arg

with nuts.
1% ft. angle bras 12"
2 Rolls rubber cocerecl wire.
1 cabinet. S" x 24" x
1 Brass shaft 14" cita. 1O1'" long.
7 201 type tubes.
1 112 type tube.

acteristic see Ililer's article in .June

Tuned Double Impedance A. F.
Amplifier
Kenneth ¡hirk,less has designed a
compact. three-stage, tuned ,double
impedance audio amplifier which o ;ni
be attached to any receiving set by
means of a battery cable, or mounted
directly on the soh -panel or baseboard
of a receiver. to form a component
part of the set. The complete unit
measures ti incites by 9 inches.
The :amplifier is designed in acc.,r,Iance with the latest specifications of
E. E. iIiler. the inventor of this new
system of audio amplification.
The tuned double impedance units
used in the construction of the amplifier contain special values of coupling
condensers for each state which give
a resonant effect at low frequencies
resulting in increased amplification of
frequencies between 30 and 2110 cycles.
As shown in the wiring diagram the
amplifier also includes an minima filter
unit to protect the loudspeaker and
stabilize the operaIiou.

RAI,lo ENGINE:EKING.
4. Rectification. distortion and "info
blocking" are completely eliminated.
The "impedance grid leaks" of this
amplifier prevent all possibility of

The parts used by Mr. Harkness in
the construction of this amplifier are
Its follows:
3 Tuned double impedance couplers
first. second and third stage types)
4luitlait filter unit.
1
Bakelite panel. tl" by 9 ", with three
tube sockets attached.
4 Panel supports.
7 Battery terminals.
Loudspeaker posts.
1
Fixed 1 ohm resistance.
The assembly of the amplifier is
shown in the photograph on this page.
'l'he fixed filament resistance is the
only par[ mounted underneath the
panel.
The unit connects to the receiving
set in the usual manner. The battery
terminals at the tear connect to the
batteries themselves or Io the corresponding binding posts of the receiver.
The loudspeaker tips care inserted in
tine binding posts provided for the
The input of the amplifier
hurls
connects in the plate circuit of the
detector tube in the receiver. An R. F.
choke should be inserted between the
detecor plate ;und the ;amplifier input
with a .4101 ntfd. condenser to by-pass
It. F. currents from the plate of the
detector tube to filament. 'l'ype 201-A.
tubes are used in the first two stages
of the amplifier :and :t type 112 or
171 in the last stage.
1

DET PLATE
I

iT STAGE
UNIT

3!STAGE

?NP STAGE

UNIT

UN IT

g

P

P

G

OUTPUT
UNIT
P

O

L.S

r

1

OHM --

O

A-

A+

B+
90V

C-

22 -1-040V

0+
135 TO I80V.

Schematic diagram of the three stage tuned double impedance A. F. amplifier
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in
Tone
Quality

Licensed

Un

er !tiler I'tt cots

The Muter Tuned Do ble Impedance Units rep resent finest workmans ip and appearance in this
remarkable system of a dio amplification.

LESLIE F. M TER COMPANY
76th and lreenwood
CHIC .f,t.0

-

-

C. S. A.

-

Ave.
-

ILLINOIS
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Audio Frequency Tests
Editor. RAUn, ENGINEERING:
For quite
WIlile I have had some
ideas which I intended to mention to
you and I believe that they have n
practical value if a magazine such as
RADIO ENGINEERING Would put them into execution.
'l'he first one
about the testing of
audio frequency transformers. Until
now. this warp: has been done in
laboratories equipped with the necessary apparatus to plot the curve of
au

the various transformers submitted
for test. However. this method only
shows what frequencies a transformer
amplifies: it does not show what frequencies will be heard through the
speaker. It happens in a great many
eases that some experimenters buy
good transformers expecting some
marked improvement in the quality of
music received through a partienlnr
set. but find ant that it does not make
any difference.
My idea is to let the buyers judge
for themselves by having some broadcast station send out standard audio
frequencies just as the Bureau of
Standards is now sending out standard
wavelengths to calibrate wavenneters
and receivers. For instance. an audio
oscillator could be set up in front of
the microphone and after being set to
a particular frequency n continuous
sound of say 100 cycles emitted by the
station.
In this manner everyone interested
in knowing hots their set amplifies the
varions audio frequencies could judge
for themselves.
At the same time this would show
what posses through the detector.
audio amplifier
Iitier and loud speaker
working together. The test on each
could
frequency
last a few minutes
so as to allow comparative tests to be
made of various amplifiers. speakers.
etc.
I believe
this service would be
welcomed by most experimenters and
builders of sets.

R. E.

l.nenalt.

R. E. Lacault Radio

Electric Laboratories.

L.

it on the first of every month, but up
to date I lutee had to send you a carol

for ever issue before I finally received
it.
The \Larh issue came :nbutut the
15th of the month. This month's
( April
issue has not been received
yet.
When a person is as anxious to
read a magazine as I am. every day
of delay on your part Is very exasperating.
Please send the April issue as soon
as possible. for I'un anxious to read
the article on the application of series
filaments to a tuned R. F. receiver.
t

S. M. ifile.s.

Akron, Ohio.

Regarding Manufacturers'
Literature
Editor, RAat0 ENGINEERING
Many radio manufacturers still persist in sending literature, intended for
consumers. to jobbers, dealers and
professional set builders. This material very seldom. if ever. includes
any technical information regarding
the products.
\Ve of the trade are not all nit -wits
and it is not only important to us, but
the mnmufact u'ers as well, that we
have specific details on the products
we handle.
Ts there any good reason why we
should be kept in the dark? Why
can't all manufacturers prepare
special descriptive matter for the
trade so that the can talk intelligently
to our customers and give them facts
in their own language. Many a sale
has been lost due to lack of information on the product.
I think it would be well for every
manufacture to remember that there
is a jobber. a dealer or a professional
set builder standing between him and
the consumer in most every case.
We in- betweens are in business to
help the manufacturers help us. Why
can't manufacturers take the same
attitude and assist us by supplying
siecific technical details in their
literature.
R.

F. Peters,

Portland, Ore.

Thank You
Editor.

RADIO ENGINEERING

:

subscribed to your magazine RADIO
ENGINEERING because I think it is one
of the best of its kind.
Another thing. I thought I would get
T

Audio Frequency Amplifiers
Editor. RADIO ENGINEERING
l'ii'er since the newer developments
have been made In A. F. amplifiers
there have been numerous technical

:reticles in all radio pnhliestions covering the theoretical superiority of certain systems. According to available

information: not considering advertisements. of course, some A. F. systems are far better than others when
it conies to ampliti,ation of low flrIn fact. dune systems show.
theoretically, so much advantage over
other systems that it appears foolish
to consider any of the older types.
Actual enrves prove the points of
suleriurity. ilowever. from the practical staudpoiut, there seems to be no
great difference between any of the
systems. Insofar as the impression
un the ear is concerned the much
trodden -uIRm two stage transformer
coupled amplifier sounds just as good
as a resistance or impedance coupled
job -4output in watts being equal.
I have conducted any number of experiments in this line and used people
who could hear well over a wide band
of frequencies. In every ease one
amplifying system responded as well
as the next. This would seem to indiente that most, if not all, loud
speakers. fail to operate on frequencies much below 60 or SO cycles.
If such he the case, why all the yelling over A. F'. systems which amplify
or over-amplify low frequency notes?
Possibly I am all wrong in my observations. Still. i would alike to see
the natter disenssed in your readers'
guencies.

column.
E. T. il'rurdard.

Mount Vernon. N. Y.

A Warm Compliment from a
Cold Climate
Editor. RADIO ENGINEERING:
Please pat me down for two years
subscription fur your excellent magazine. The copy I received. has been
read very carefully and much information derived from the saune. I already take every radio magazine I
can tied on the stands, and have subscribed for others. but your magazine
has more np to date news than any
I have seen. and I have seen many.
Start me with the July issue and
please send me the April and 'May
issue as you mentioned in your letter
to one. Very interested in the lliler
Series.
Atria Steaxo. 7L1l
Ketchikan, Alaska.

rage
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A- B-RELAY
Sete with

A -B Relay
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This little device is an automatic switch which
connects and disconnects the trickle charger and B- Eliminator of a radio set at the proper time and in their proper
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CG
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Without an :\ -1 Relay it is necessary to disconnect the charger. connect the B- Eliminator to the
electric light circuit and turn on the filaments in the set;
making a total of three manual operations necessary to
start. the set. When the set is turned off, a reverse
1 -R Relay
sequence of operations is required.
The A -B Relay completes all the above operations automati ally. by simply snappin.¿ the filament switch. The It- Eliminator f unctions only when the se is turned am and the
charter is then disconnected, eliminating any hum from this source.
The A -L Relay will not interfere in any way with the normal operation of any set.
Write for descriptive circular No. 1023.

Instrument
Jewell Electrical
Chicago
Walnut Street

o.

--

1650

"27 Years Making Good Instruments"

r

They're Ready!
TUNED DOUSE IMPEDANCE
U_ ITS

Leading M
Use Durham

An actual test will
show you the reason
T1

U

llll
I

S

S T O

the

,

Perry Building,

outstanding

Write for details
ACT NOW!

R

If dealers in your district cannot supply you co,n,nani.

S

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO..
Dept. G

ommunity to introduce
dev.lopment of the year.

Be the first in your

METALLIZED

RE

Distributors!

Dealers!

Philadelphia, Pa.

rate direct.

FORD RADIO & MICA CORP.
111 -113 Bleecker St.

New York, N. Y.
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Los Angeles Radio Exposition
Haring broken all records in the
west in assigning every square foot of
exhibit space in Ambassador Auditorium. Los Angeles. in less than four
weeks time. the euuuittce for the
fifth annual National Radio exposition, otherwise known as "the radio
show beamiful. has taken figures on
and is proceeding to erect a temporary
pavilion alongside the auditorium. capable of adding 72 I iIms to the show,
making a total of 212.

From a standpoint of floor area

alone. the event. which will he held
September 4 to 10. is reported assured
of being the largest radio shots as yet
constructed on the Pacific coast.
This condition. according to 'Waldo
T. Tupper. managing director. will be
relieved as a result of construction of
the pavilion. which alone will add 20:
000 square feet to the 50.000 square
feet of exhibit space within the auditorium. making a total of 70.000.
The event will have seven stages for
entertainment. in addition to a demon-

stration area for the spectacular and
educational exhibit of n "phantom" or
radio controlled automobile.
Los Angeles radio expositions have
been declared distinctive and outstanding. partly as n result of the physical
arrangement of the exhibits and the
elaborateness of the decorations. This
year an effort is being made to surpass
all predecessors in artistic effects.
A recent innovation in Los Angeles
radio shows, was Tupper's cutting of
the time from 9 to 6 days. At the
offset. the wisdom of this move was
questioned. but it was found that a
larger crowd was attracted during the
a days than attended when the show
lasted longer. It was an instance of
intensifying the exposition and thereby
increasing its interest.
Lombard J. Smith. general chairman.
has just approved plans for a magnificent entrance. surmounted by search
lights. 40 feet high.
Applications are on file in the committee's headquarters for a large proportion of the remaining space. and the
purpose of the committee now is being
directed toward setting a nett attendance mark.

Murdock and Spartan in Sales
Tie-Up
Negotiations were completed last

week whereby the products of the
Spartan Electric Corporation, of New
York, and Wm. J. Murdock. Chelsea.
Mass.. pioneer radio manufacturer, will

`

-

he handled on a nation -wide basis by
Maurice S. Despres and Julian M.

.larlas.

These two members of the radio fraternity have been identified with the
industry for many years. Both Mr.
Despres and Mr. Jacobs have held the
position of sales manager of the respective organizations they have been identified with and have in this position
gained the friendship and knowledge
of manufacturers. jobbers and dealers
throughout the country.
In entering the popular price field

the Murdock Company completed an
arrangement with the Adler Manufacturing Co.. of Louisville. Ky., whereby
Adler Royal cabinets will be sold by
Murdock to their distributors.

Record Attendance at R. M. A.
Show
The R.M.A. Convention and Trade
Show held during the week of .Lune
13th to 17th. 1927, at the Stevens Ilotel.
Chicago. Illinois, according to figures
furnished by the I-Iotel, drew a jobber
and dealer attendance of 14,800. press
attendance of 1,750 and an R. M. A.
membership attendance of 2,800.
The Banquet held on Thursday
Evening, June 16th was attended by
2.200.

Estimates by the Ilotel shows that
there was over $150,000 spent at the
Hotel and approximately $55.000 at
other hotels. As near as can be estimated there was approximately $500.000 spent by those attending the Convention and Trade Show. including
railroad fare, during the week.

King
Manufacturing
Co.
Licensed Under Radio Patents
Ltd.
Canadian radio interests represented
by Radio Patents Limited are beginning the licensing of responsible manufacturers under the patents held by
this group the franchises issued being
similar to those granted in this country
by the Radio Corporation of America.
The facts of this license were
brought to light by a statement by
R. W. Webb. president of the King
: ianufactttring
Company announcing
the licensing of the company he represents not undy by Radio Patents IAmited of Canada but by the Itmlio Corporation of America. The .kalerican
license is issued to the King Manufacturing Company of Buffalo by the
Radio Corporation of America and
covers 140 patents held by that cont-

pinny covering

practically every phase

of radio set construction.

The Canadian license covers patents
originally owned by the Canadian
General iilectri. Company, the Westinghouse Company, De Forest, Marconi. Northern ilectric Company and
the Standard Radio Company, while
the American license covers patents of
the Westinghouse Company, General
Electrie and American Telephone and
Telegraph Company.
The C'aradian license, which is the
first one of its kind, was issued to
Ding Quality Products, Ltd., of Bridgeburgh.. Ontario.

D. S. Spector to Study Radio

Conditions in Europe
D. S. Spector, general manager of

Federal-Brainiest. Inc.. manufacturers
of Kolster radio receivers. sailed June
24 on the Majestic for England. He
plans to spend six weeks abroad studying radio conditions in Europe.
During the trip on the Majestic he
will study the conditions of broadcast
reception while crossing the Atlantic.

Rainbault Co. Take Over
Walbert Line
The John P. Rainbault Company, 50
Church Street. New York City. N. Y.,
have been appointed as Eastern representatives of the Walbert Manufacturing Company.
Iu addition to the Walbert line of
battery less receivers. The John P.
itaiubault Company are also Eastern
roprc.,cni:atiNe, of the Ilalkite products
and th. \Lagaovux Speakers.

Rocke

Takes Over Dongan
New York Office

The appointment of Arthur Rocke
as New York representative of the

Dong:un Electric Manufacturing Com-

pany, manufacturers of radio and bell
ringing transformers. has just been
ammouneed by C. S. Swanson, sales
malinger of the Dongan Company. The
Detroit manufacturer is playing a
prominent part in the introduction of
power unit parts for the new rectifier
tubes while its standard lines are
widely known throughout the industry. Mr. Rocke. formerly sales
m:ia:iger of the Apco Mfg. Co., is one
of the best known radio men in the
eastern jobbing trade :and. in the last
few years. has built up a large business on a fen' selected radio, electrical
and automotive lines which he represent s.
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TUNED

Hiler Double Impedance
Tuned Audio Amplifier
Special Offer

DOUBLE IMPEDANCE

!

Complete, guaranteed
three -stage amplifier
ready to operate

Giving

-

List Price

-

$29.50
10

To demonstrate the clear, musical, realistic tone quality of
the new Hiler system of tuned double impedance audio
amplification. we offer dealers and set -builders the opporplifier, size
tunity to purchase this compact three -stage

special price of only 514.75- 50,,, off list.
", at the
Designed in accordance with specifications of E. E. Hiler.
Licensed under Hiler patents.
inventor of the system.
Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back. Only a limited
number available at this price. Mail your order NOW.

6" z 9

Tuned Double Impedance Kit (Set
of 3 tuned couplers and output filter

unit).

$1 11 ,50

8
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6
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4
3

2
1
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y

800

1600

Y

50

100

400

200

3200

6400

12800

A curve flat from 50 to 10,000 cycles and
rising between 50 and 30 cycles offsets the
falling characteristics of loud speakers and
output circuits. A sharp cut -off below reso1

1

K.H. Radio Laboratories, Inc.
181

9

Voltage Ampllfic4ation - One Stage

List $23.00

Kenneth Harkness, Mem. 1. R. E.
Pres. & Chief Engineer

Rising Characteristics
on Low Frequencies

.75

$

Sullivan Street

New York, N. Y.

Dealers and Set Builders -Write for Agency Proposition
1

NATIONAL
B- POWER SUPPLY

nant peak prevents motor -boating. Four
times power output feature retained. Naturalness as well as dearness is result of accurate laboratory research on loud speakers
and double impedance amplifiers. Combinations of tuned and untuned stages can be
made to fit any condition thus producing
straight line results as you hear it.

lullIue
I
for the tse of the DOUBLE
IMPEDANCE Syst rm are being issued
to a limited nut aber of established
nfringers will be
manufacturers
prosecuted under 'atents 1589692 and
(Other patents pending.)
1615224.
Licenses

A newly des: red li- haimivatur. tvith special features not
hitherto offered tu the public. will be announced in th- near
future. The unit is small. light. simple and easy to set up.
The price will be attractive.

-

Demonstrations
appointment.

ne:e NATIONAL B- NOII'El: SUPPLY
Wunder
license
association
is man of art if
reilh Radio Corp. of America, General Electric Co., If 'r.Cfuolmuse Electric S .la,: tif ut-iii riup
Co.
and the American Telephone b Tele.
The

,,ra /h Co.

m ry

be

arranged by

Dealers and Distributors:
BE SURE YOU GET THE GENUINE

NATIONAL
RADIO PRODUCTS
NATIONAL'- ('U., IN('. W. A. READY, PRES., MAIDEN.
.Send

for Bulletin

E -:

NI

ASS.

Leading Manufacturers throughout the industry
are using Double Impel ance Audio Amplification
in their I927 -28 sets aj ,d construction kits.
We will gladly supply you with a list of our
licensees. A limited nul nber of additional licenses
will be issued to establit hed manufacturers. Demonstrations may be area: aged by appointment.

HILER

AUDIO

CORP.

10 Argyle Terra :e, Irvington, N. J.
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Polymet Metal Base Rheostats
and Potentiometers
The Po lymet \Ituntfacturiug Corporation is making a new line of Rheostats and Potentiometers. The hases
of these are umde of the highest finality. ball paished. nickeled brass. This

down efrit the snit-panel and all wiring may be conetatled. Connections
are made directly to the emit Is.
which are tioocd lo Li.ilirote soldering.
There are no riveted. (.3,101(1 or
screw conaeetini, in the socket -all
connections being made right to the
contact 1110111k 'I'S which in turn are
firmly clamped on tine tube pruugs.
The design is such that the socket
Will lead itself to any mounting arrangement. It can be mounted oa top
or underneath a metal or bttkelite panel
and provision is also made for wood
panel mounting.
It is dt segued to closely follow the
line of the tube Lase the round portion of the socket is the saune diameter
as the tube la-P. i'nrthermore. there
are no metal parts visible from the
top: all that shows is the uwulded
ease with the ruuuded parts polished
and the that surfaces finished in :1 new
stipple efi'eel. The bottoms is elf sed
with a Lakelile plate so :hat the socket
is completely contained in the moulded

.1

nllf. 1927

ready for distribution. It is the latest
development of the \\':Iketiel.l \Ifg. t',..,
of Newark.
The use of a special gas mixture tond
itaproved internal construction allows
the "Kelvin" tube to give a larger out-

cas..

Polymet metal base rheostat

type eonstructiou allows heat absorption fur more readily than does the
usual type. The wire element is
firmly held in plaeo due to the groove
Met 110(1 of tviudiue ibn resiSr:uIee: uu
glue is used. A specially designed contact arm of sprit pMc:1111.w brour
assuras positive. 1eí11 1.0111 :let over the
entire range front zero to maximum.

New Polymet Molded

Condensers

The Kelvin full -wave rectifier tube

'l'he Polymer \lamtfaet tiring Corporation has developed it new line of fixed
mien coudeuserx.

put of current and voltage and give a
longer life than similar tubes now ou

New Eby Socket

the market for use in "I." eliminators.
The tube is of a tildes, 1-1111,11.11 Lion
and is extremely rugged :nid at the
same time simple in design. Its uuunfaeturer guarantees the tube for a one
year life. The sole distributors are
the Eureka 'l'. k \l. ('u.

'l'he iI. il. Ely \lanufaeturiug Company. of Philadelphia offer to the trade
to
new tube seekel incorporating the

New Sonatron Tube for --B"

following features:
:\ a -point wiping eoniaet. extending
along the length of the tube prong.
79no contacts float in a containing cavity and eoau out the bottom of the
socket, so that they may be brought

Polymet moulded fixed condenser

These titre' molded in genuine hake lite. -::eh condenser is guurauteed by
the atnnitatnrer to an accuracy of
pros., minus
t'.lnouient. well -tinned soldering
to l.s :nee :t uelahle feature id this cuutrncti.nn.
ranch coudeus,-r is fitted
with screw holes to facilitate mounth

1

ing.

Kelvin Full-Wave Rectifier
The new Eby

the

sccket

The "Kelvin" full -wave rectifying
tub(' :unonuteed by the Eureka T. & .I.
Co.. of 42 Walnut St.. Newark is now

Eliminators
Ill-

Nonalr..!1 Tabe l'ulul.aar

.Ì lus

West Lake Street. t'hieago. have developed .1 surface cooled. gas tilled. full
wave rectifier tube that is dcsigntvl to
work iu any 'I.' eliminator tvhi.-II retlniles a gas tilled lil;uuentles. tul,
..t' the .salient feat arcs ..t' Ih
t hle
Nuuotron x11 -. Rectifier Tube k the
rout- shapwl ..iragatc.1 cal1 inside the
tube which k
s it at :tin ev.a temperature by bringing about a surface-cooled
area that constantly reliev.s Ilse tithe
of excess heat.
The new Sll -s5 tube will ..ass satfi/il.11t current Ie operate any power amplifier tube up to 2041 volts and all
euluIhln:ttieli tit' tubes that do ma consume more then S5 milli- amperes.
. t
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CHASSIS
Model -B

-

HERE is a SD4 TUBE- SINGLE DIAL -DRUM
ALL ALUMICONTROL --a ILLUMINATED
NUM Receiver which will appeal to the manu
Model
B. PIERCE.
facturer and jobber. The new
AIRO CHASSIS is a radical departure in set design.
Selectivity, tonal quality and volume are the out
standing features of this remarkable chassis. Can
be made entirely: electric because it Is readily
adapted to "A' and "B' Eliminator operation.
201 -A

Tubes are used throughout with

tery connection
fit any standard

ftr

"C"

Bat-

Power Tube in last stage. Will
x 18 console or cabinet.

It will be to your
EALERS:
JOBBERS and
advantage to inve stigate the PIERCE -AIRO propoBition. Write or wire TODAY for further details.

BORATORIE1S, INC.

UNITED SCIENTIFIC
82

New York City

Fourth Avenue
BIL\VCII

.

OFFICES

St. Took

Chicago

Minneapolis

I

:ingcl,

Boston

Philadelphia

Cincinnati

San Francisco

1

AM P

I

ON

ANNOUNCES
Moving Armature
Units for air column or Cone

-

M. A.

1.

("nit

3

1.

Morin A',willn
i1

1

.r3

5

ent body many impressive

nete features to insure
quality reproduction in
any set.

Duraluminury diaphragm with point of application off centre to reproduce successfully,
high and low frequencies.

Straight bar magnets -the most efficient
type of construction.
3. Armature pivotted sturdily to insure permanent efficiency.
4. In Cone models, stylus has a felt -lined stylus
protection bar for safety in handling and
shipping.
2.

The Contact
Relies On!
Radio
Wherever

a sure, safe and fool -proof
connection is necessary radio engineers rely upon E B Y Binding Posts
to do the job.
If you are building a famous circuit Hammarlund-Roberts, Infradyne, Cockaday L.C. 27 or any
one of many others you will find EBY Binding
Posts specified. Likewise eight out of ten of the
radio receivers manufactured are E B Y equipped.
Such acceptance is the result of experiments dating from the beginning of radio. We will gladly
furnish complete information upon request.
The H. H. EBY MFG. CO., Inc.,
4710 Stenton Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

-

Y

Our Engineering Staff is always at
the disposal of Set .1lannfactzaers.

THE AMPLION CORPORATION OF AMERICA
280 Madison Ave., New York City

BINDING POSTS
BOOTH

7
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Anno uncing! 2IIJIJIMBR7I
New Size Tapper
thLIL
-

Users of the No. 1 -3.i -inch capacity
Ettco high Speed Tapping Attachment
\rill welcome the announcement of this
New size Ettco -the No. 2,-capacity

1.11

up

"Sensitive as
your Finger

Tips."

Ettco Tapper

No.

I

No.

2

s-tnch.

Ettco Tapper
-inch.

-

capacity

to'. -inch.

Ettco Tappers eliminate tap breakage.
rotor
whatever the cause. A "green"
eon hang the 1101 11M1 of a tapped hole
using an El pro and stilt not break the
tap -he has no friction to adjust.
\Y here Ettco Tappers have Iicen installed tap breakage has been eliminated and production increased 100 to

The Standard Cone Speaker Paper

.\ L II

Eastern Tube

M

B t;

M

SULUTELY

& Tool Co., Inc.

Johnson

Ave.

BROOKLYN. N.

_____,

Y

t'unr

\

speaker ntattitfaeto
are invited
Leith
us
nnnuw irate
-,inventing their feotiremeurs for the coming

\I:

t

It has no
resonance point of
its own. .rust as
the cone speaker is
supreme in radin
reproduction. so also
ANCE.

is

.11.1

tAllltltA

is

Punished in sheets suit able for roue .speakers of
1::

ALIIAMBRA

line Winn!

unos

season.

invites

to

56

inches

ia meter- special sizes to
rder. Prompt Shipment

supreme in impart
ing the utmost in
V.

Try an ETTCU TAPPER for ten DAYS
No obligation for the Trial.
600

.

UNI -

l'OlT\I ItESUN-

l

capacity

A

l'.\PEII gives

The SEYMOUR Co.
Distributors for
nd
pfrr
U.S. A. and

323 W. 16th St.

New York City

7

LACQUERS

1

FOR THE

RADIO INDUSTRY
HEAVYY DUTY it1:SISTOlt
An idra of the conservative rating and margin of safety allowed on these
sisters can he gained ih nu the fact that a 1.ynell I feavy duty resistor
rated at 10 watts withstood successfully a LOO -wau test at the Raytheon
laboratories.
We invite you to write for our booklet tally explaining the :doter use of

The Egyptian Lacquer Manufacturing Co.

Resistance in Radio.

Dept R. E.

ARTHUR H. LYNCH, Inc.

General Motors Building. 1775

90 West St., New York City

Broadway. at 57th Street. New York, N. Y.

J

f

NEW!

Resistance
Specialists

ACTURERS
MANUFACTURERS

Manufacturers of Electrical and Radio
Rheostats, Controllers and Regulators Since 1912

S. L. S. Variable Condensers
A development in line with the new broadcasting situation.- All brass construction -special
bearings. Models to specification when desired.

Wire

Woond

Renata nc.s

\lade to All .Specifications

Panatrol Unit
matched S.L.S. condensers connected by Pantograph movement for single or dual

Individually

air-Cooled Metal

control.

Rheostat
Made with or
wit hout.switclt

Midget or Balancing Condensers
Neutralizing Condensers
Gang Condensers
Vernier Dials (Illuminated if desired)
Transformers

Power

high
Rheostat
Sets

with Resistance

From

i

Rheostat

Carrying
Capacity
for Soekct Power
(lange

A

'Fi

to

5000

Ohms

WIRELESS RADIO CORPORATION
41 Varick Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

liritc

Condensers

Single-Doable-Triple
All Capacities
TO DEALERS AND JOBBERS
Pre
rota
loft
of
_. _
clin':..
for

.

-

i.,.

TO MANUFACTURERS

The De slur Products Company i. the largest
facturer of rheostats and resistances made to speeriI
ou .,tir P pritrmru's.
!tons.
1.1.1
u< Innis
mu-

FOR
MANUFACTURERS

NEW!
//

DAJu3pRoDucrs
199

Cg

Lafayette St., New York City
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The New
Federal Power Tube Coupler
Another great advance toward positive perfection of
radio tone quality.
A superior type of speaker coupler
easily installed
neatly finished
positively efficient.
Sold by designated Federal Ortho -sanic Retailers.

-

-

-

LIST PRICE TEN DOLLARS

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION
BUFFALO, N. Y.

r

r

WIRE

STRAND -Antennae (plain o r
enameled) -Double Galvanized.
WIRE-Antennae (plain or enameled) Connecting and Ground
(Rubber) covered, braided or plain.
BUS BAR -Litzendraht -Loop.
MAGNET (Cotton or Silk).

earbbverr Conben5erfi
THE STANDARD OF COMPARISON"
81 Prospect Street, Brooklyn, New York

John A. Roebling Son's Co.
Trenton, N. J.
L

SHIELDING

,

HY-WATT

TERMINALS -ANGLES -DIES
METAL STAMPINGS
TO ORDER

READY DUTY RESISTORS
wer wart
Ideal for all
cause metallized deposit on
vitreous base (rives wide,
cool radiating surface. Per-

0

manently accurate. absolutely

Write U.

Electro-Metive Engineering Corp.
New York
127 W. 17th St.

Our Battery of Automatic
Presses assures quick service- economy in cost
engineering accuracy.

-

MAY WE QUOTE YOU
YOUR
ON
WORKT

15

An entirely new type of mot nlllzed deposit gives these
resistors and grid leaks new
standards of accuracy. noisy
Lxs dependability. Write as.
38

HY-WATT

F. R. ZIERICK MACHINE WORKS
6 -8 Howard St., Dept. R. E.

,

EL MENCO

IMAM .14A.

GRID LEAKS and RESISTORS
ElectroMotive Engineering Corp., 127

New York City

:

W.12111 St., N.V.

L

r '" _

T ^"V

For PERFECT
Filament
Control

PERITE 1

the "SELF-ADJUSTING "Rheostat

,

Pep Up
Your Set
Model

Vario

Solves tube control
problems.
Avoids distortion in reception.
Decreases servicing need. Lowers production
costs. Write for details.

,Ì cílial! eon:pally

1

50 Franklin St., New York, N. Y.

-

Tune quickly- adlust accurately
-eliminate distracting noises
get

%L

"N'

circuit.

oscillation -with
DENSERS in your

correct

tube

VARIO

Designers of all latest and
and endorse.
"N" Papa inv 'anat.

Denser

best

circuits

SpeCily

MODEL(

I.S

to

20

Ilirronielrr adivanant
101
in all nuud
Neil: tiils ni.
tnn,
It.,ls 1t.

tarati..

assvnl'i ttorwt 1.C1
'adio fry Iene
nlbe
Ilros'nlua- Drake. Ciher'. IvwInit.
Price $1.00
MODEL "G"
'slier
Ciiekeday. (liver r in n.
11.i u dlx
Iinnueuev tuning in sul +tSI
ile :rfp1 l'u >i'iti
VIII Lia,
all .rn. Capae113 i ari
,.
.1.
1L.l.
I: I
\101.
.mnil
ry
yl. . rl t:
ui
)II'd. \IudeÌ
In t.uuu :: Tirii .nul \Iti l'rue each with
i
:;: i1éY
Ivan eh
$1.50.
II

Simplifies set operation.

PRODUCTS

X -L

ett

-Fir

1

1

P..

R

-L

t

PUSH

strip of 7 on lairing
I.t11'iIN N1111'I.
.od In II

In

FREE
.110.

X -L

Vilirot ago

POST

t11

1

I

o.ta

I

s ill tint
ited

I

ti

1

RADIO LABORATORIES

IooNen,

r+

I

Price

\

Pro,

in15c

SI.511

I.

,.

2423

tile

LAGO"

X

-L

eiPush

Post

1'age
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Buyers Directory of Equipment and Apparatus
Readers interested in products not listed in these columns are invited to tell us of
their wants, and we will inform the pr oper manufacturers. Address Readers'
Information Bureau.
Addresses of companies listed below, can be found in their advertisements -see
index on page 846.
COILS. INDUCTANCE:
.Aero Products, Inc.
Bruno Radio Corp.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.

ADAPTERS:
Bakelite Corp.
Carter Radio Co.

Irvington Varnish
sulator Co.
National Co.

and

In-

AMMETERS
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.

Silver Marshall. Inc.
COILS. MAGNET:
Aerate Wire Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Co.

AMPLIFIERS. RESISTANCE:
Amsco Products. Inc.
De Jur Products Co.
Electric- Motive Eng. Co.
Polymet Mfg, Co.

Irvington Varnish and
sulator Co.
COILS, RETARD:
Aero Products Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.

In-

ARRESTERS, LIGHTNING:
Bakelite Corp.

COILS, SHORT WAVE:
Aero Products Co.
Ilamnnarlund Mfg. Co.

AERIALS. LAMI'SOCKET:
Dubiller Condenser Corp.

De

Jur Products

Co.

Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
BASES. VACUUM TUBE:

Bakelite Corp.
Zierick Machine Wks.
BATTERIES. DRY:
National Carbon Co.
BINDING POSTS:
Bakelite Corp.
Eby, H. II. Mfg. Co.
X -L Radio Labs.
BRACKETS. ANGLE:
Zierick Machine Wks.
BRACKETS. SUBPANEL:
Bruno Radio Corp.
BRASS:
Copper and
A ss'n.

Brass

Research

CHOKES, AUDIO FREQUENCY:
Irvington Varnish and In-

sulator Co.
National Co.

CHOKES. RADIO FREQUENCY:
Cardwell. Allen D., Mfg. Co.
Silver Marshall, Inc.

COILS. TRANSFORMER:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
Irvington Varnish and

sulator

Co.

COPPER:

sulator

Co.

Modern Elec. Mfg. Co.

National Co.
CLAMPS, GROUND:

Aurora Electric Co.
CLIPS, SPRINGS:
Aurora Electric Co.
COILS, CHOKE:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
COILS, IMPEDANCE:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.

Assn.

&

Brass

Research

Radian Co.

In-

CONDENSERS, BY-PASS:
Concourse Elec. Co.
Dubiller Condenser Corp.
Globe Art Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
CONDENSERS. FILTER:
Concourse Elec. Co.
Dubilier Condenser Corp.
Globe Art Co.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS. FIXED:
Anise,, Products, Inc.
Cardwell, Allen D.. Mfg. Co.
Concourse Elec. Co.
Dubilier Condenser Corp.
Electrad. Inc.
Globe Art Co.

\lieamold Co.
Polyntet Mfg. Corp.
CONDENSERS, MIDGET:
Amsco Products. Inc.
Cardwell. Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS. MULTIPLE:
Anise° Products. Inc.

Hammerlund Mfg. Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
Wireless Radio Co.
CONDENSERS, FIXED TRANSMITTING:
Dubiller Condenser Corp.
CONDENSERS.

Copper

CURRENT CONTROLS. AUTOMATIC:

Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
CHOKES, B ELIMINATOR:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
General Radio Co.
Irvington Varnish and In-

United Scientific Laboratories
Wireless Radio Co.
X -L Radio Laboratories.
CONNECTORS:
Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co.
CONTROLS. ILLUMINATED:
Martin -Copeland Co.
National Co.

VARIABLE

TRANSMITTING:
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
CONDENSERS. VARIABLE:
Amsco Products. Inc.
Bruno Radio Corp.
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
Hammarlund Mfg. Co.
National Co.
Silver Marshall. Inc.

DIALS:
Bakelite Corp.
Bruno Radio Corp.
Eby, H. H. Mfg. Co.
General Plastics. Inc.
Martin- Copeland Co.
National Co.
DIALS, VERNIER:
Martin -Copeland Co.
National Co.
ELIMINATORS, B BATTERY:
American Transformer Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Martin- Copeland Co.
National Co.
Paragon Electric Co.
Silver Marshall, Inc.
ELIMINATORS. UNITS FOR:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Paragon Electric Co.
FILAMENT CONTROLS. AUTO MATIC:

lladiall Co.
FOIL:
U. S. Foil Co.
GALVANOMETERS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
GRID LEAKS:
Atttsco Products. Inc.

Jur Products Co.
Dubilier Condenser Corp.
Electrad, Inc.
International Resistance Corp.
Lynch. Arthur H. Co.
De

Micamold Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
HEAD SETS:
Bakelite Corp.
HORNS, MOLDED:
li:tlo llte Corp.

IMPEDANCE UNITS. TUNES
I)OUIiI.I
Ford Itudio and Jiiea Corp.
K. II. Iladio Laboratories.
Muter Leslie Co.
Electric Co.
TRANSMITINIR (TANCES.
TING:
.ter.. Products, Inc.
INSTRUMENTS. ELECTRICAL:
.Ietvlil Elec. Inst. Co.

INSULATION. MOULDED:
Bakelite Corp.
General Plastics, Inc.
Westinghouse Elec. Mfg. Co.

JACKS:
Aurora Elec. Co.
Carter Radio Co.
Electrad, Inc.
Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co.
Union Radio Co.

JACKS, TIP:
Carter Radio Co.
Union Radio Co.
KITS. LOUDSPEAKER:
Engineers Service Co.
KITS, RECEIVER:
Allen Rogers Co.
Bruno Radio Corp.
Silver Marshall, Inc.
United Scientific Laboratories.
(Pierce -Aero)
KITS. SHORT WAVE:
Aero Products, Inc.
KITS, TESTING:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
KITS, TRANSMITTING:
Aero Products, Inc.
KNOBS:
Bakelite Corp.
LACQUER:

Egyptian Lacquer

Co.

Zapon Co.. The

LABORATORIES:
Electrical Testing Labs.
LEAD -INS:
Mueller. J. .1.
LOCK WASHERS:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
LUGS:
Mucher, J. J.
Zierick Machine Wks.
MAGNETS, SPEAKER:
Bullens, D. K. Co.

METERS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
MOUNTINGS, RESISTANCE:
Mucker, J. J.
NAME PLATES:
Crown Name flute & Mfg. Co.
NUTS:
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
PANELS. COMPOSITION:
Bakelite Corp.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
PANELS, METAL:
Crowe Nameplate Co.
PAPER, CONE SPEAKER:
Seymour Co.
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PLUGS:
Bakelite Corp.
Carter Radio Co.

TESTING KITS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
TESTING LABORATORIES:
De Jur Products Co.
Electrical Testing Labs.
Polymet Mfg. Co.
Sun Flower Radio Co.
Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co.
Yax ley 3Ifg. Co.
TRANSFORMERS. AUDIO:
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
POTENTIOMETERS:
Federal Radio Corp.
Amoco Products. Inc.
Ford Radio and Mica Corp.
Carter Radio Co.
filler
Audio Co.
Electrad, Inc.
K. 11. Radio Laboratories.
Federal Radio Corp.
Muter,
Leslie F., Co.
Micanioid Co.
Paragon Elec. Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
Silver
Marshall.
Inc.
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Walker, Geo. W. Co.
RESISTANCES, FIXED:
Wireless Radio Co.
Amsco Products. Inc..
TRANSFORMERS. B- ELIMI,
Carter Radio Co.
ATOR:
De Jur Products Co.
Dungan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrad, Inc.
Ford Radio and Mica Corp.
Mutei, Leslie F., Co.
Biter Audio Co.
Electro- Motive Eng. Corp.
K. H. Radio Laboratories.
International Resistance Corp.
Paragon Elec. Co.
Lynch, Arthur H. Co.
Silver Marshall, Inc.
Micamold Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
TRANSFORMERS. FILAMENT
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
HEATING:
Dungan Elec. Mfg. Co.
RESISTANCES, VARIABLE:
American Mechanical Labs.
TRANSFORMERS. OUTPUT:
Amsco Products. Inc.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Carter Radio Co.
TRANSFORMERS.
POWER:
De Jur Products Co.
Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co.
Electrad. Inc.
hiller
Audio
Co.
Electro- Motive Eng. Corp.
National Co.
Federal Radio Corp.
Silver Marshall, Inc.
International Resistance Corp.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
TRANSFORMERS, R. F.,
TUNED:
Ward Leonard Electric Co.
Cardwell, Allen D. Mfg. Co.
RHEOSTATS:
TRANSFORMERS. R. F., UNAmsco Products. Inc.
TUNED:
Carter Radio Co.
Dublller Condenser Corp.
De .Iur Products Co.
Polymet Mfg. Corp.
TUBES, RECTIFIER:
United Scientific Laboratories.
Universal Elec. Lump Co.
Wireless Radio Co.
TUBES, VACUUM:
SETS, RECEIVING:
Su pert ron Co.
United Scientific Laboratories.
Universal Electric Lamp Co.
SHIELDING, METAL:
UNITS, SPEAKER:
Copper and Brass Research
Amplion Corp. of America.
Assn.
VARNISII INSULATING:
Crowe Nameplate Co.
Irvington Varnish and InZierick Machine Wks.
sulator Co.
SOCKETS. TUBE:
VOLTMETERS, A. C.;
Amsco Products. Inc.
Jewell Eke. Inst. Co.
Bakelite Corp.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Eby. H. II. Mfg. Co.
Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co.
VOLTMETER, D. C.:
Yaxley Mfg. Co.
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
SOLDER:
Chicago Solder Co. (Kester).
WASHERS:
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
Shakeproof Lock Washer Co.
SPEAKERS:
WIRE, ANTENNA
Amplion Corp. of America.
Acme wire Co.
Engineers Service Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling, J. A., Sons, Co.
STAMPINGS, METAL:
Zierick Machine Wks.
WIRE, BARE COPIER:
Acme \\'ire Co.
STRIPS, BINDING POST:
Dudlo Mfg. Co.
Roebling, .1. A.. Sons, Co.
X -L Radio Laboratories.
WIRE, COTTON COVERED:
SUBPANELS:
Acme Wire Co.
Bakelite Co.
Dudio Mfg. Corp.
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
WIRE, ENAMELED COPPER:
SWITCHES
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Aurora Electric Co.
WIRE, LITZENDRAHT:
Carter Radio Co.
Acme Wire Co.
Saturn Mfg. & Sales Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Parley Mfg. Co.
WIRE, PIGTAIL:
TESTERS, B- ELIMINATOR:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Jewell Electrical Inst. Co.
TESTERS, TUBE:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.

WIRE, SILK COVERED:
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.

TESTING INSTRUMENTS:
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co.
Westinghouse Elec. á Mfg. Co.

WIRE, TINNED COPPER:
Acme Wire Co.
Dudlo Mfg. Corp.
Roebling, J. A.. Sons, Co.

Use Polymet Products

Raytheon "A.B.C."
Battery Eliminator

for

oR

Type F 1001
Small Buffer Condenser
for the output of the

transformer.
.I

-c-.I

Mfd.

Tapped

-F

Type F 1002
1003
entire Condenser
requirements for Filter
section.
Two
units
The

tapped at 4.-4.--c
\lfd. and 8.- I.

1.-c

Mfd.

-1.c-

efficiency and
ermanent satisfactio , you can't beat
Po ymet Products.
ore and more Radio engineers are every
da specifying Polymet
Pr ducts because they
kn w by experimentatio that they are the
lea ers. To i n s u r e
las ing, satisfactory resul s for Battery Elimina rs, Power - Packs
an Electric Sets, sell
ont Polymet "better
ma e Radio Es se ntial ." They are the
be

Sen for our latest catalog
sho 'ng the Polymet line
and also several of 11w most

pop far circuits.

)°?'94..
Wire Wound Resistors
Polymet wire wound resistors can be employed very successfully throughout.

Polymet
Manufacturing Corp.
599 -601 Broadway,

N.Y.C.

POLYMET
PRODUCTS

l'nqr

A
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NEW AERO COILS

STAN HARD
CLAROSTAT

Universal range.

that you should know about !

Carrying capacity
_II watts.
List $2.25

Interchangeable
Coil No. 0

cLAROSTAT

A new coil for use in the HERO
Interchangeable Low Wave Tuner
Kit. Range 13 to 29.4 meters.
This is the most efficient inductance for this low barrel. Price.
$4.00

'lo

:ui even greater extent than

CLAROSTAT,
the greatest variable resistor.
nil! be identified with the
in past seasons,

Code No. INT.O

leaders

Interchangeable

-in

receivers,

in

It

eliminators. in
er amplifiers
and in A. It. C unit..
1

Coil No. 5

Write for complete in formation.

Normal range 235 to 550 meters.
Range can be increased to 725
meters by using .0001 Sangamo
fixed condenser across the rotar
and stator of the .00014 variable
Code No. INT.5
condenser. This covers Airplane
to Airplane, Land to Airplane, and Ship to Shore (Great
Lakes, Atlantic and Pacific Oceans) bands. Price..$4.00

American Mechanical Labs., Inc.
285 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

POWER
(LAROSTAT
Universal range.
Currying en
pacity. 411 watts.

for best inductance coil
performance!

Be sure to specify AERO Coils

-

List $3.50

AERO PRODUCTS, Inc.
Dept.

1772

17

Wilson Ave., Chicago, Ill.

\ocu
.1

INDEX OF ADVERTISERS
A

Aero Products, Inc
American \Ieeban, Labs
AM/Ilion Corp. of America.
Amscu Products. Inc

i11

II
'; i
Ir,

B

Bakelite Corp.
Buyers Directory

814
844 -845

F
l'eilelatl Radio Corp
Ford Itatliu & \llctt Corp

I'\

Cardwell Allen D. Mfg.
Chicago Solder Co

S35
811

843
847

('o......

837

Jar l'roiluets
Iioagan Elce. Mfg. Co
Inside Front ('over
80')
Dadlo Mfg. Co
Ire

Saturo AIfg. and Salles Co
Se) auno Paper co
Shakeprouf Lock \\':e-her

K. H. Radio

Laboraloties

S't7

812
S42
847

U
841

839

L
Lynch. Arthur II

842

Ward Leonard Electric Co. Back Cover
Wireless Radio Corp
'42

E

Eastern Tube & Tool Co
Eby, H. Il. Mfg. Co

.443

J
Jewell Elec. Inst. Co

United Scientific Lab,
'442

843

839

D
Uo

Radial! Corp.
Roebling..1. A. Son'. Co
s

International Resistance

Corp....

Iolyaa'I Mfg. Cure
R

H
ILImmrrluud Mfg. Co
Iland\vick-Field Co
Wier Audio Co
I

C

P

.I'.

I:I

S
S42
'41

Mart iii- Cupelalud Co.
Inside Front Cover
835
Muter, Leslie F., Co

X -L

Radio Labs

z

E
842
Egyptian Lacquer Co
Electro -Motive Engineering Corp. 843

N

National Co., Inc

830

843

Zapan Co.
Zieriek, F. U

835
843
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The right flux for radio
can make a manufacturer
The wrong flux
can quickly break him
After costly experiments scores of
radio manufacturers have found
there is but one safe flux for radio
soldering- rosin.
Rosin, an organic mixture, is a
non -conductor and non -corrosive.
The glass-like surface of this material does not readily lend itself to
the collection of dust (carbon particles) as will the sticky organic
greases of paste. Nor will rosin
attract moisture from the atmosphere; the chlorides of pastes and
fluids will. Moisture plus carbon
particles defeat the best insulations produced. Moisture plus chlorides direct
a slow but determined corrosive attack upon supporting metals. Such
slow corrosion in wiring causes a

steadily increasing resistance to the
flow of electrical energy.
Kester Rosin -Core Radio Solder

scientifically combines radio's

premier flux, rosin, with a solder
alloy of unvarying quality. The use
of Kester Radio Solder furnishes
the user with a means of accomplishing safer, faster and cleaner set
wiring.

Manufacturers using Kester

Rosin -Core Solder are assured that
no part of their production will
ever be returned or fall into discard

through the corrosive and conductive action of a chloride flux.

Our experimental and research laboratory has assisted many
manufacturers in the solving of their soldering problems. A post
card will bring you further information without obligation.

SHAKEPRO OF
Lock Washers and Lugs

Tangleproo!Multiple
LockingSpre idproof-

Shaképroof!
"16

the Twisted Teeth
that lock"

Shakeproof's twisted teeth, evenly distributed around the diameter, insure a
multiple lock that tesists vibration and
And
prevents loose connections.
Shakeproof cannot tangle.

A Lock Washer and a
Lug Terminal in One!
Shakeproof locking', wire terminals prevent loose connectiions and eliminate
one assembly becajise they are a lock
washer and a lug terminal in one.
Good radio sets stay good in spite of
abuse -with Shakeproof locking lugs.
SHAKEPROOF
lock washers

SHAKEPROOF
lug terminala

Type 2008
Type
External
11

Type 20061

Type 12
Internal

KESTER SOLDER
Rosin -Core

CHICAGO SOLDER COMPANY
4224 Wrightwood Avenue, Chicago, U.S. A.

Originators and
World's Largest Manufacturers of Self-fluxing Solder

or,
Type 20064

Send for free samples today!

SHAKEPROOF

LockWasher Company
Division of Illinois Tool Works

2511 North Keeler Avenue, Chicago, Ill.
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HELP!
When you need it, remember that
Radio Engineering maintains an
INFORMATION SERVICE
for
DEALERS
DISTRIBUTORS
MANUFACTURERS
PROFESSIONAL SET BUILDERS
in addition to covering comprehensively,
each month, the technical and industrial
developments as they apply to the business
of Radio Manufacturing and Distributing.

SCIENTIFIC
SERVICING
Will be covered in future issues.

Equipment, apparatus, procedure, for real servicing that
produces a profit.
Fill out the coupon below and
take advantage of the new

TWO YEAR
Subscription Rate
of

$3.00
Note:

This rate is available only to
Manufacturers,
Distributors,
Dealers
(and their employees), professional set
builders and educational institutions.

A production manager wishes to learn about sources

of supply.
A designer wishes some special information to help him

meet a problem.
A dealer wishes technical information to help him in his

selection of lines.
A professional set builder wants dope about a new circuit
or system.
RADIO ENGINEERING usually has this information
available at a moment's notice. If not, the information
is obtained from the proper source and passed on to
the person interested.

Subscribers are invited to avail themselves of this service
Note-Radio Engineering is not sold on newsstands -only
by subscription. The coupon below is for your convenience

Future Issues will also cover

Standardization, Testing, Production, Financing.
Installing amplifying systems,
house wiring, power supply.

RADIO ENGINEERING MAGAZINE, Inc.
52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. C.
E3.00
Enclosed find check -money order Í for
for $2.00 for which send me
Radio Engineering for ? 2
commencing with August, 1927.

Short Wave Developments.

Name

More material on Tuned Double
Impedance -New systems of electrification.

Complete review of important
construction developments each
month as they appear in the consumer magazines and as they are
released by the manufacturers.

-

Years.

City

Street
State
Please Check Below

I am a

Dealer

Mechanic

Jobber

Manufacturer

Engineer

Prof. Set Builder

Anything Else

Approved Power Supply Parts
An enthusiastic market demands sets powered from the light
socket. Dongan, producing parts exclusively, offers to the set
manufacturer power supply transformers and chokes designed
for all electrically operated sets. Dongan Power Supply parts
represent the latest development in design
and refinement in construction.
Receiver manufacturers can rely on Don gan as a source of supply on Power Supply Parts for all approved types, mounted
or unmounted. Send your specifications
to our engineering department. Samples
on request.

Power

Supply Transwith 350-

formers used

400 m.a. tubes

is
This
t ranslormer
constructed in a handsome,
durable metal

case.

$15

list

FANS -Rebuild that old set. In the long
run it will be an economy and you'll have
assurance of full -powered reception all the
time at a very low cost.
If your dealer cannot supply you, imme-

diate delivery will be made upon receipt of
check or money order. Specify type of
rectifier you intend to use.

Power Supply Chokes
for 350 -400 n.a. tubes
Two chokes built into

one

case.

sis

list

DONGAN ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING COMPANY
2995-3001 Franklin St.
DETROIT, MICHIGAN

TRANSFORMERS of MERIT for FIFTEEN YEARS /fib:

IN CURRENT SUPPLY
Standard Vitrohm Resistor
"Vitrohm" is a trade name
applied only toWard Leonard
products in which the resistive element is completely
enclosed and permanently
protected by a fused-on coating of vitreous enamel.Thesc
resistors have been manufactured without basic change
for more than 35 years.

Qlitrokm

R«dio
4 Inch Vitrohm Rheostat

¶uîesistoys
MANUFACTURERS

Multi- Tapped Vitrohm
Resistor

Vitrohm Radio Resistors are
more than a wire -wound
tube which is coated with a
"protective" covering. They
embody the technical improvements and production
skill of three decades' manufarture
J

J

Tapped Vitrohm Resistor
The technical story of Vitrohm Resistor superiority is
short: Vi trohm Resistors consist of a porcelain tube upon
which is wound resistance
wire. This wire is then coated
with and surrounded by
fused -on vitreous enamel at
high temperatures: an intimate bond is established between the enamel and the
wire.

of radio

re-

ceivers and power apparatus
employing resistance are invited
to use the research and engineering facilities of Ward Leonard
Electric Co.

The many radio manufacturers
now using our 35 years' resistance
experience recognize the value of
our cooperation and facilities and
make constant use of this service.
The mutual development of special
resistors and rheostats for the solution of unique problems in circuit
design or production schemes impose no obligation upon you.

An aggressive sales, publicity and

advertising campaign on Vitrohm Radio Resistors has started
and will continue throughout the

Soo ohms,

zi steps

During the making of VitrohmRcsistors the resistance
wire is subjected to an "ageing" process which guarantees permanence in value
indefinitely.

Dual-Mounting Vitrohm
Resistor

The question is frequently
asked, "Why do you stick to
wire? Is there not some method of producing a resistor
which is less expensive and
just as good for all practicable purposes?" The answer
is n9. For 35 years Ward
Leonard has endeavored to
find a better, a cheaper, method of producing resistance
and it has not yet been found.

jobbers desiring the profit- protecdon guaranteed under our merchandising plan should write for
complete details.
The Adjustat. 8 Values, r to
ss000 ohms, r5 steps

Resistor
During this process, all wire
which is not perfect is destroyed. The very manufac-

which these resistors pass is a
test far more severe than any

for

Heavy Duty. Available up to

summer months. Dealers and

Dual- Section Vitrohm

turing processes through

UNif S

V

IT

RESISTORS

imposed upon them in service.

Ward Leonard ectric Compan
37.41 south Street.

Mount Vernon, N. Y.

The Vitrohm Resistor upon
a dollar and cents basis is
the most permanently accurate resistance clement available today.

